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ABSTRACT

Quantifying galaxy structure forms a key element in furthering our understanding of the

formation and evolution of galaxies and consequently the universe. Currently, models for

galaxy structure are obtained under the assumption that the projected (2D) density of

light, the surface brightness (hereafter SB) profile, for the most part, conforms to a modified

exponential functional form, the Sérsic profile. Based on the quality of fits with a Sérsic

profile, additional (ad hoc) functional forms, usually power laws, are used to improve the fit.

The resulting model is then used to draw inferences on the physical processes responsible

for such profiles.

In this work, observing that the fit residuals of existing models are consistently larger

than measurement errors, I argue that one can obtain a much better characterization of

galaxy structure by assuming that the 3D (and not the 2D) density distribution, has a

modified exponential form, the Einasto profile. This implies that the 2D SB profiles are not

Sérsic-like modified exponential functions, but instead depend on gamma functions.

I show that the SB profiles of elliptical galaxies can be parametrized using a linear

superposition of only two or three components, each of which is described by functions

developed in Dhar & Williams as the 2D projections of a 3D Einasto density profile.

For a sample of 23 ellipticals in and around the Virgo Cluster with total absolute V

magnitude −24<MV T<−15, the multicomponent models span a dynamic range up to 106

in surface brightness and up to 105 in radius down to the resolution limit of the Hubble Space

Telescope, have a median rms of 0.032 mag arcsec−2 consistent with the rms of 0.03 from

random errors of the data, and are statistically justified at >3σ. These models indicate that

(i) the central component is more concentrated than the outer component; and (ii) the central

component of massive shallow-cusp (‘core’) galaxies is much more luminous, extended and

concentrated than that of steep-cusp (‘cuspy’) galaxies, with their near exponential central

profiles indicating disk-like systems, whose existence must be verified spectroscopically.
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Galaxy structure can thus be modelled extremely well with a central mass excess for all

galaxies. This is not necessarily contrary to the notion of a mass deficit in ‘core’ galaxies,

since mass ejection due to core scouring by a supermassive black hole (SMBH) binary could

have affected the shape of the central components. However, I show here that the existence,

amount, radial extent and sign of such deficits disagree substantially in the literature, both

for a given galaxy and on an average over a sample. I will discuss possible implications and

suggest that SMBH binaries are unlikely to be the sole mechanism for producing the large

‘cores’ of massive galaxies. Large amounts of mass ejection from the central regions, leading

to a ‘mass deficit’, are thus not required to explain the shapes of the central density profiles

of galaxies; they can be well explained differently as shown in this work.

Using results from the SAURON survey, I show that under certain conditions of sym-

metry, inclination angles and degree of triaxiality, the intrinsic (3D) density of light can

be well described with a multicomponent Einasto model for both steep- and shallow-cusp

galaxies. This indicates an universality in the functional form describing the 3D density

distribution of light in galaxies and dark matter in Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) N-body

haloes. Finally, planetary nebulae and strong-lensing observations, and the Einasto index n

of ΛCDM dark matter haloes, indicate that the result – the outer component of the surface

brightness profiles of massive galaxies has 5 . n . 8 – could imply (i) a common feature of

collisionless systems; and (ii) that galaxies with such n for their outer component are dark

matter dominated.

Finally, given the need for astronomers to estimate integrals of 3D quantities to obtain

the observed sky projected (2D) counterparts, I provide a novel way of estimating such

projections in a semi-analytical formalism when direct analytical integrals do not exist or

are extremely difficult and complicated. I then obtain expressions for integrating functions

of the form of modified exponentials, the Einasto profile, to obtain their projected quantities

like the surface density distribution and the projected cumulative mass enclosed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Galaxies, composed of stars, gas, dust and possible dark matter or some hitherto unknown

phenomena, form a crucial class of self-gravitating systems. The typical nomenclature to

classify them, is based on their shapes – ellipticals, lenticulars, spirals and irregulars, and

the low mass galaxies are referred to as ‘dwarfs’. There are literally innumerable galaxies

in the universe. Extrapolating the number of galaxies in the small section of the Hubble

eXtreme Deep Field to all sky, yields a minimum number of at least 177 billion galaxies1;

assuming, that the universe, as viewed from the earth, is isotropic. An understanding of their

formation and evolution into their current structures, as well as the evolution and current

state of their chemical composition, forms a critical component in our understanding of the

current state and evolution of nature.

1.1 Early speculations and observations

Democritus (ca. 460 BCE) and Anaxagoras (ca. 500 BCE) are credited to have made

this absolutely remarkable speculation of their times, that the Milky Way is the light of

certain stars, c.f. (Aristotle, 350BCE). The word ‘galaxy’, in fact, comes from the Greek

word galaxias kyklos, which means ‘milky circle’. Abd al-Rahman al-Sufi is credited with

documenting the existence of the Andromeda Galaxy as ‘The Little Cloud’ and the Large

Magellanic Cloud as ‘Al Bakr’ (the White Ox) in his famous work Book of the Constellation

1Not counting galaxies whose emissions are either not in the near-infrared through visible part of the
electromagnetic spectrum or whose emissions have been redshifted out of this part of the spectrum.

1
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of Fixed Stars (AD 964) 2. It is not clear, though, whether he had any understanding or

speculations of what these objects were made of. 3

Olympiodorus the Younger (AD 495) and Philoponus (AD 495) argued that the lack of

a parallax for the Milky Way, the fact that planets do not appear to change colours while

passing through it, and that the Moon has a parallax, implies that the Milky Way has to

be farther than the Moon, thereby successfully disproving Aristotle’s theory that the ‘fiery

exhalations’ apparently forming the Milky Way were occurring in the Earth’s atmosphere

Heidarzadeh (2008).

1.2 Scientific Revolution

In his epic manuscript Sidereus Nuncius (AD 1610), documenting the first ever observations

with a telescope, Galileo Galilei, provided the first scientific observational evidence that the

Milky Way is made of stars and confirmed that it is indeed far enough to not show any

measurable parallax.

This was soon followed by Issac Newton’s Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica

(1687) describing the three fundamental laws of nature and the universal law of gravita-

tion. Newton’s work not only brought in a major revolution in our understanding of nature

but also helped us quantify and predict cause-effect relationships that soon ushered in a

technological and industrial revolution. His work, to this date, remains unchallenged in the

non-relativistic world.4

2It is strange that despite such records, not only is the LMC named after Ferdinand Magellan who saw
it much later around AD 1520, but the Magellan Probe and two lunar and one Martian crater is also named
after him, while Al Sufi who not only made some of the most important observations of his time but also
systematically recorded them and provided means to make precise calculations has one lunar crater and an
asteroid named after him.

3It should be noted that by listing the above records I do not, by any means, intend to imply that they
were the first to observe their existence or speculate about their nature. Andromeda spans a size of 4 degrees
and the LMC has a size of 10 degrees, both of which are much larger than the 0.5 degrees for the Moon.
Even though they are much more fainter than the Moon, it is somewhat difficult to believe that none of the
other civilizations speculated about their nature or even knew about their existence given the complete lack
of any light pollution at that time.

4It is worth mentioning that Newton was born the same year Galileo died. He also invented the reflecting
telescope. In passing I would also like to remind the reader that Galileo did not invent the telescope; he
showed how to make use of it for scientific purposes.
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Newton’s contribution to the development of modern science has been enormous and it

would not be unfair to say that no other individual has contributed so much towards initi-

ating such a big change into the fundamentals of scientific thought and using mathematics

as a tool to quantify scientific thought. It is beyond the scope of this work to go more into

the details of Newton’s work, but it is important to mention that without the invention and

development of calculus by Leibniz and Newton, much of modern science and technology,

this work included, would not have been possible.

Undoubtedly, Newton’s laws helped lay the foundations for scientific and quantitative

inquiries about the cosmos and galaxies.

However, speculation and qualitative philosophies were to precede quantitative scientific

estimates. Emanuel Swedenborg (1734) speculated that the sun was one of innumerable stars

arranged around the Milky Way and that the Milky way itself could be one of many other

milky ways embedded in a larger system. Thomas Wright (1750) extended Swedenborg’s

philosophy and theorized that stars in the Milky Way are bound by gravity and must be

in orbital motion about a universal centre of gravitation so as to prevent the system from

collapsing. He also suggested that the Milky Way has to be an optical effect due to our

immersion in a layer of stars bounded by two parallel planes but that the visible stars

are also part of a gently curving thin spherically symmetric shell of stars, which led to

Immanuel Kant and William Herschel’s models of our Galaxy as a disk. Wright then went

on to speculate that since the nebulae cannot be resolved even with telescopes, they must

be very far away and that each of these nebulous disks could possibly represent a ‘universe

like our own’, leading to Kant’s coining of the phrase ‘island universes’ – which really meant

the distant galaxies as other ‘universe’ and is not to be confused with our current fancy with

‘multi universes’.

The need for scientific observations to advance our knowledge was emphasized by William

Herschel (1785), discoverer of the planet Uranus. He made a systematic scientific attempt

by using the colour and magnitude of the Andromeda ‘nebula’ to estimate its distance

(although incorrectly) and made the very important discovery of the proper motion of the

solar system.
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Gordon (1969) provides a concise account of the developments leading to our under-

standing of galaxies. We thus see that William Parsons (the 3rd Earl of Rosse), through

his drawings of M51 (Whirlpool galaxy) dated 1845, was the first person who was able to

distinguish spiral arms in some nebulae using his newly built telescope, a 72 inch reflector –

the largest of its time. Soon after, Issac Roberts (1887) and James Keeler(1899)5 obtained

the first photographs of the Andromeda nebula and demonstrated the existence of spiral

arms therein6.

The nineteenth century also saw rapid advances in spectroscopy. William Huggins (1864)

first distinguished gaseous nebulae exhibiting line spectra from star-like nebulae exhibiting

continuous spectra. Soon thereafter, Huggins and Miller (in the 1860’s) and then Scheiner

(1899) obtained continuous spectra for the Andromeda Galaxy, thereby establishing its na-

ture as distinctly different from other (gaseous) nebulous objects and laying the foundations

for galactic spectra.

1.3 Insights in the Twentieth Century

As in other areas of scientific thought and experimental and technological progress, the dawn

of the twentieth century meant that our knowledge of what galaxies are and our place in

the universe was about to go through a revolutionary change.

Vesto Slipher certainly does not seem to get due credit for his enormous contribution

towards initiating this sea change in our understanding of the cosmos. His innumerable

and meticulous measurements and tracking of doppler shifts of nebulae (especially 1912 –

1917), that led to the discovery of scores of redshifted (& 200 km/s and up to ∼ 1000

km/s) nebulae, predates that of Milton Humason and Edwin Hubble. He showed that spiral

nebulae rotate (1914), even before Oort and Lindblad showed the Milky way rotates, and

confidently predicted that one should expect numerous such nebulae with rapid rotations.

His measurement (1913) of a −300 km/sec velocity for the Andromeda nebulae led him

5The works of Roberts and Keeler were published a few years later
6Donald Obsterbrock writes in “James E. Keeler: Pioneer American Astrophysicist”, 2002, Cambridge

Univ Press, that the photograph used by Keeler to explain the spiral arms was taken by Edward Emerson
Barnard
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to conclude that the “the nebula is approaching the solar system” established Andromeda’s

extra-galactic origin. He also discovered numerous other spiral nebulae that were redshifted

(c.f. Slipher 1915 and 1917) and deduced that such systems cannot be gravitationally bound

to the Milky Way. He further argued that our ‘entire stellar system’ is moving at 700 km/s

– a remarkable result, given that current high precision results peg that value to 630 km/s.

These measurements were critical for Heber Curtis’s arguments, in the Shapley-Curtis

Great Debate, 1920, for the extra-galactic nature of Andromeda wherein he also cited the

existence of dark lanes and dust clouds as in the Milky Way and the higher incidence of novae

in one direction, towards Andromeda, to argue not only for its extra-galactic existence, but

that of many other such nebulae as well that are not bound to the Milky Way. This was quite

contrary to Harlow Shapley’s inference that the Milky Way contained all of the observable

universe including other spiral nebulae. While this is incorrect, Shapley made a major

contribution during the debate in another area. Observing the existence of a spheroidal

distribution of globular clusters in the Milky Way, Shapley argued that the center of the

Galaxy was at the center of the globular cluster distribution and that the Sun instead was

much farther away from the centre along the disk of the Galaxy quite contrary to the beliefs

of the time, including that of Curtis. It is interesting that Slipher’s decentralization of the

Milky Way occurred before Shapley’s decentralization of the Sun in our Galaxy. 7

Meanwhile, Henrietta Swan Leavitt (1908 and 1912) made the amazing discovery of the

period-luminosity relation for Cepheids, which allowed Hertzsprung to calibrate the distance

to any Cepheid. Using Leavitt’s period-luminosity relationship for Cepheids to estimate

distances of galaxies and Slipher and Humason’s measurements of the redshifts of galaxies,

Hubble(1929) then established the redshift-distance relation which gave us this incredible

insight that not only is the Milky Way moving (as shown by Slipher), the entire universe is

expanding.

Finally, first Ernst Opik(1922) and then Edwin Hubble (1929), using different measur-

ing techniques, firmly established the extra-galactic existence of Andromeda by measuring

7The Great Debate thus brought out another important and interesting aspect – how well known scientists
can also go wrong while interpreting available data.
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its distance. Around that time, Hubble (1926) also made the first systematic morphologi-

cal classification of galaxies into spirals and ellipticals based on whether he could identify

bulges and discs in them, thereby providing the first ever indication that galaxies could have

multiple components in them.

The dawn of the twentieth century also saw another revolution in human thought – Annus

Mirabilis, Albert Einstein (1905). In that work, Einstein brought out the principles of the

photoelectric effect, brownian motion, special relativity and the principle of equivalence of

mass and energy, in that order. Soon to follow was the concept of acceleration in special

relativity (1908) wherein he predicted the concept of ‘gravitational time dilation’ and the

concept of ‘deflection of light by massive bodies’, both of which are of immense relevance to

our current understanding and modelling of gravitational lensing signatures and detection

of dark matter in galaxies and clusters. His theory of general relativity, developed between

1907 and 1915, was soon to be used to quantify the dynamical state of our universe.

Observationally, the 1930’s saw another major development. Observing the motion of

high velocity stars in our Galaxy, Oort (1932) predicted the existence of ‘dark matter’. This

was soon followed by Zwicky’s prediction (1933), while studying the Coma cluster, that

clusters of galaxies have unknown matter and coined the term dunkle Materie. Zwicky(1937)

also predicted that galaxy clusters can act as gravitational lenses, providing for a means to

verify the Einstein effect. Both predictions were confirmed around the eighties, when the

‘Twin Quasar’ was discovered in 1979 and Vera Rubin’s (1983) observation of flat rotation

curves for the gas in galaxies.

With advances in observational facilities, Patterson(1940) and DeVaucouleurs (1948)

made the first known attempts to quantify the density of stellar distribution in galaxies,

by parametrizing their surface brightness (hereafter SB) profiles, measured in concentric

elliptical equidensity (equal intensity) contours, with analytical functions. Galaxies were

soon believed to subscribe to an universal form – either an exponential or a deVaucouleurs

profile or both. Einasto (1965) and Sérsic(1968) both argued against the deVaucouleur’s

law and showed that galaxies have varying structural shapes for their 3D and 2D density

profiles, respectively. Sérsic’s work remained largely ignored for at least two more decades.
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Einasto’s model, however, continues to be ignored to this day and has only been used by his

collaborators to model select nearby galaxies, mostly spirals.

The dawn of the era of the Hubble Space Telescope (hereafter HST) in 1990, revolutionized

our understanding of the universe and the structure of galaxies. We now know from the

results of the CLASH survey which combines data from the HST, the Spitzer Space telescope

(infrared) and gravitational lensing signatures, that the oldest known galaxy to us exists at

an incredible distance of 13.3 billion light years away, implying that we are seeing it at just

about 420 million years after the Big Bang.

Further, with high resolution imaging and spectroscopy of the central (‘nuclear’) regions

of galaxies, it was soon discovered that Sérsic’s (as well as Einasto’s) model provides a

better description of the structure of galaxies than deVaucouleurs8. Not only that, HST

imaging also revealed a wide range of central profiles for galaxies. The ‘universal’ structure

of galaxies, as evidenced through deVaucouleurs law, fell apart and a number of models have

since been proposed to describe galactic structure.

1.4 Quantifying the radial surface brightness profiles

Following Patterson’s (1940) modelling of M33 (also known as the Triangulum galaxy) with

an exponential function, Gerard de Vaucouleurs (1948) showed that a remarkably simple

parametrization of the radial surface brightness (SB) profile of galaxies exists for a wide

range of ellipticals. He proposed a two-parameter fitting function of the form of equation

(1.1) with m=4 defining the shape of the distribution and q=7.67 ensuring that the effective

or half-light radius, RE , contains half the total projected light.

Σ(R) = ΣRE
exp

{

−q

[

(

R

RE

)
1

m

− 1

]}

(1.1)

where, Σ(R) is the 2D SB profile at a plane of sky projected radial distance R, ΣRE
=Σ(RE),

q=q(m) and ΣS(0)=ΣRE
eq. Observing that our Galaxy is made up of multiple subsystems,

8Although, it must be noted that Einasto and his collaborators did not compare their models with fits
with a Sérsic profile. This thesis, draws such a comparison.
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Einasto (1965) proposed a modification, equation (1.2), of the 2D de Vaucouleurs law to

model the intrinsic (3D) baryonic mass density ρ(r) of each subsystem by allowing the shape

parameter n to be a free parameter, and b=b(n).

ρ(r) = ρs exp

{

−b

[

(

r

rs

)
1

n

− 1

]}

(1.2)

where, ρs is the density(3D) at a scale radius rs and ρ(0) = ρ0 = ρse
b. Around the same

time, Sérsic (1968) observed that m in equation (1.1), characterized by m = 4 in the

de Vaucouleurs law, was not the same for all galaxies and rendering it a free parameter

provided much better fits to the SB profiles. Equation (1.1) is the current standard paradigm

for describing the global structural properties of galaxies, where RE can be defined to be

the half-light (or mass) radius of a Sérsic profile of shape m under the condition: q =

2m− 0.3333 + 0.009876/m (Prugniel & Simien 1997, hereafter PS97).

Over the past forty years, the pioneering works of Caon, Capaccioli, Einasto, Ferrarese,

Graham, Kormendy, Lauer and their collaborators have shown that no single commonly used

three parameter fitting function could model the SB profiles over the entire dynamic radial

range. They showed that the SB profiles of all galaxies reveal an inherently multicomponent

structure such that the outer regions can be described with a Sérsic or a Sérsic+exponential

model, while the central regions can be described with power-laws.

Additionally, for some nearby spirals and the giant elliptical M87 (NGC4486), Einasto

and collaborators (Rummel, Haud and Tenjes) have shown that if spectroscopic and kine-

matic constraints are used in addition to the SB profile data, then the intrinsic 3D mass

density including their central regions can be described with a multicomponent Einasto

model.

Despite the success of Einasto and his collaborator’s in modelling nearby spirals and the

lone elliptical galaxy M87, the Einasto profile is seldom used to model the SB profiles of

galaxies which are generally described by a Sérsic profile. However, recently Navarro et al.

(2004) showed (without referring it to as the Einasto profile) that the Einasto profile provides

much better fits to the spherically averaged 3D mass density distribution of high-resolution
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ΛCDM N-body dark matter (hereafter, DM) haloes better than any of the two-parameter

fitting functions (for example, Navarro, Frenk and White (1997) & (1996) (NFW), Moore

et al. (1999)) tried to date.

However, while the power-law+Sérsic models are widely accepted as providing an accu-

rate description of the SB profiles, the fit residuals of these models are often larger than

measurement errors. Further, these functions do not have the flexibility to model deviations

from power-laws within the central regions. It is important to also note that the largest

radial ranges of the systems under consideration here, galaxies and N-body haloes, are de-

scribed by modified exponentials (either a Sérsic or an Einasto profile), while the power law

description is used to model the SB profiles over a much smaller, but nevertheless extremely

significant, region near the centres of galaxies. The lack of a good fit that is consistent with

measurement errors, motivates this work to look for a new model.



Chapter 2

Motivation for this work and

Summary of Results

2.1 What is at stake?

At stake is the fact that despite these absolutely fascinating and mind-blowing philosophies,

theories and discoveries, we still do not know, from first principles, how galaxies form and

how they evolved to the current structures we see today and what model best describes their

radial density profiles. All we know is that gravity plays a crucial role in their formation and

that the final state of galaxies depends on the amount of gas and the degree of dissipation

during formation. The elusive mystery of how gravity participates in forming a galaxy, from

first principles, is both amazing and enigmatic.

However, one can approach the problem in a different way by first asking what functional

form accurately describes the available high resolution data and then using this information

to ask what processes could possibly lead to this form? Clearly, it will be useful, though

not necessary, if there is some kind of universality in the functional form describing galactic

structure. However, sixty years since deVaucouleurs (1948), and despite the availability of

high resolution data and our ability to perform photometry with errors less than 1 percent,

we still do not have a consensus on what model (parametric functional form) best describes

the radial density of light consistent with measurement errors over large radial distances, let

alone the existence of any universality.

The goal of this work is to obtain models that describe galactic structure consistent with

10
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measurement errors, and also explore whether any universality exists or not, at least in the

functional form, to describe the multiple components in a galaxy.

2.2 Families of profiles under consideration

Given the use of both power-laws and modified exponentials to describe galactic structure,

it is instructive to make some observations about the properties of these functions.

First, galaxies have finite mass. However, power law density profiles have infinite total

mass and infinite central density, while modified exponentials have finite mass and finite

central density. This is why, even as per current models for galaxy structure, the observed

global light distribution are not fit with power-laws but a modified exponential function, the

Sérsic profile. We shall thus probe whether galaxy structure is a modified exponential in

intrinsic (3D) space or in projected (2D) space.

Second, data from astronomical systems are often plotted on a log-log plot. On such

scales, both the Einasto profile and the Sérsic profile, on account of being functions of the

form of a modified-exponential, have a crucial distinguishing feature from power law profiles.

Unlike power laws, where the logarithmic slope β of the power-law density profile remains

a constant for all X, as

βp−law =
d ln(ρp−law/ρs)

d lnX
= −α, (2.1)

while, the logarithmic slope of a Einasto-like density profile varies with X like a power-law,

as

βEinasto =
d ln(ρEinasto/ρs)

d lnX
= −Xα

α
. (2.2)

Einasto-like modified exponential profiles are thus also referred to as power-law logarithmic

slope (PoLLS) models (Cardone, Piedipalumbo, Tortora , 2005) (hereafter CPT05).

A careful observation of the SB profiles of the centres of galaxies do often show clear

deviations from a straight line form (power law), discussed above, that are larger than
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measurement errors; although, fits with power laws are often considered ‘acceptable’.

2.3 Desirable model properties

The fits to the SB profiles are used to draw inferences on galaxy structure, formation and

evolution. Hence, it is important to address two crucial issues when modelling galaxy struc-

ture:

(i) Models of the SB profiles must be consistent with measurement errors over the entire

available radial range.

(ii) Model fitting functions must allow one to easily infer the intrinsic 3D luminosity

density from the 2D SB profiles, which should then be used to draw inferences on, or form

models of, galaxy structure, formation and evolution.

2.4 Assumption and Expectations

In this work, motivated by the results of current N-body simulations, the success of Einasto

and his collaborators in modelling some nearby galaxies (mostly spirals), and observing

that there are innumerable processes in nature that subscribe to an exponential behaviour,

I explore the possibility of how well can one model all regions of the 2D projected SB

profiles of galaxies under the prior assumption that the intrinsic 3D distribution is Einasto-

like, a modified exponential. We expect a successful (consistent with measurement errors)

modelling to give us the following insights:

1. an understanding of the variation of the 2D SB profiles in the central and global regions

of galaxies;

2. reveal any correlations between components deduced from fitting and spectroscopically

identified distinct systems;

3. an understanding of the intrinsic (3D) distribution of light in galaxies;
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4. provide us the ability to understand differences and similarities between the functional

forms of the 3D density distribution of dark matter in N-body simulations and that

of the light from baryonic matter and thereby look for correlations (if any) between

them.

5. provide us the ability to model the existence of, and/or effects of, tidal truncation

radius (if any) on galaxy structure, without assuming that the density extends to

infinity as is the case with the Sérsic profile.

2.5 Main result

Modelling the SB profile of galaxies with a new function (hereafter DW function) that

was derived in Dhar & Williams (2010) (hereafter DW10, Paper I) to model the projected

surface mass density profile of Einasto-like systems, we obtain the main result of this work:

contrary to current beliefs, the intrinsic (3D) density of all components of galaxies, including

‘nuclear’ components, can be described with functions subscribing to the family of modified

exponentials, the Einasto profile, with their observed projected 2D SB profiles best modelled

with the DW function, thus indicating the existence of a universal functional form describing

the multicomponent structure of galaxies. This work shows that such models of the 2D SB

profiles can be achieved with unprecedented accuracy of fractional errors . 3 percent using

only two to three components over dynamic radial ranges of ∼ 105, down to the resolution

limit of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).

Such modelling also reveals that the range of values for the Einasto shape parameter n

of the outer component of massive ellipticals is very similar to the range for n obtained when

high-resolution ΛCDM N-body haloes are also modelled with the Einasto profile, thereby

leading to the speculation that there could possibly be a connection between the outer n of

massive ellipticals and that of dark matter (gasless) haloes.
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2.6 Definitions and Comments

Mathematically, projection of a modified exponential (Einasto profile) does not lead to

another modified exponential (Sérsic profile), but instead depends on gamma functions

(DW10), which in limited domains give the resemblance of a modified exponential. This is

why, the Sérsic profile has been successful in obtaining reasonably good fits.

Additionally, the Sérsic profile is an ad hoc fitting function that happens to fit the 2D

light profile reasonably well at large R. But, its deprojection leads to a singularity as R → 0.

On the other hand, the Einasto profile (also an ad hoc fitting function) is well behaved (i.e.

has no singularities) in both 3D and 2D space. Further, assuming that the 3D is a modified

exponential not only provides better fits than assuming the 2D is a modified exponential,

but also shows an universality in functional form for the resulting components. I therefore

argue that our assumptions on the modified exponential character of galaxy structure should

be on the intrinsic 3D profile and not the 2D SB profile.

Under this assumption, one can now obtain the 3D Einasto profile parameters for at

least two very important astrophysical purposes: (i) the 3D distribution of light in galaxies

by modelling the observed 2D SB profile with the DW function ; and (ii) the 3D distribution

of mass in systems that have strong or weak lensing signatures (like galaxies and clusters

of galaxies) by parametrizing the surface mass density (2D) with a DW function such that

it satisfies the lensing constraints given by the observed lensing signatures; in both cases,

under the prior assumption, that the intrinsic distribution is a modified exponential, an

Einasto profile.

In this work, we draw a distinction between components deduced from fitting and phys-

ically distinct kinematic systems or stellar populations. We shall refer to a component as a

single spherically symmetric closed form fitting function described by at most three param-

eters – a scale length, rα, a shape parameter, α, and some normalization, Σ0 or Σα. Our

multicomponent fits consist of the minimum number of such functions (i.e. DW functions)

required to model the entire dynamic radial range down to the resolution limit of HST. The

minimum number depends on the quality of data, the available degrees of freedom, and the
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amplitude of systematic patterns in the residuals.

One should hence use caution in interpreting these fit components as kinematically dis-

tinct systems or stellar populations since the physical properties of the components, and

even their presence, will depend on the choice of parametrization. It is, however, possible

that some of our fit components do coincide with kinematically identified systems or stellar

populations, or combinations thereof, which shall then facilitate interesting interpretations.

Also note that neither fit components nor physically distinct systems have to correspond

to structure in the total gravitational potential. Only where ρbaryons ≫ ρDM , or ρbaryons ∝
ρDM features observed in the SB profiles will trace the total mass density, and hence will

provide information about the gravitational potential.

Further, since no galaxy has a truly flat density core, we refrain from using the terms

‘core’ and ‘cusp’ galaxies and instead refer to them as shallow-cusp and steep-cusp galaxies,

respectively.

2.7 Brief outline and summary of results

In Chapter 3 we provide a brief history and basis for believing that galaxies have a multicom-

ponent structure. This is followed by an overview, in Chapter 4, of the most flexible fitting

functions tried to date, and the motivation for this work. The data we use are described

in Chapter 6, and important features of our 2D parametrization and the fitting procedure

are discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 discusses results of our 2D fits to a sample of 23

ellipticals in and around the Virgo cluster spanning absolute V magnitudes in the range

-24<MV T<-15. Our models produce consistently low residuals, over a large dynamic radial

range (∼105) and in congruence with the measurement errors.

Chapter 9 contains a comparison of fits with other parametrizations from the literature.

It highlights the main result of this work: of all the functions tried to date to model the 2D

structure of galaxies, the best-fitting model is the multicomponent DW function. This suggests

that the intrinsic 3D density structure of galaxies is best represented with a multicomponent

Einasto model.
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In Chapter 10, we discuss the properties of the components deduced from the multi-

component fits with the DW function, and in Section 10.5 we present three cases where the

central DW component of our multicomponent fits coincides with spectroscopically identified

systems.

We next explore the conditions under which our 2D models can be used to infer that

the intrinsic 3D luminosity density distribution can be described with a multicomponent

Einasto model. In Chapter 11, we therefore first discuss the key issues pertaining to non-

uniqueness of deprojection, and then in Chapter 12 we present our models of the 3D Einasto

luminosity density profiles for 14 galaxies whose deprojections are less likely to suffer from

non-uniqueness. Since these 14 galaxies span a wide luminosity range and belong to both

the steep- and shallow-cusp classes, we conclude that the intrinsic structure of all galaxies

could be described with multicomponent Einasto models as well.

This is followed by Chapter 13, where we discuss the notion of ‘mass deficit’ in massive

ellipticals. Following a brief review of the phenomenon of mass ejection by binary super-

massive black holes (SMBHs) and results from N-body simulations, we show that estimates

of the amount, radial extent and sign of the ‘observed’ deficit in real galaxies have large

disagreements in the literature – both for a given galaxy and for averages over a sample.

In this work, we show that the structure of galaxies can be modelled extremely well

with a central mass excess for all galaxies. We suggest that, while mass ejection due to

core scouring by binary SMBHs could have shaped the central and the intermediate DW

components, this phenomenon by itself is unlikely to be the sole cause for the observed

shallow cusps; other formation processes are likely to have also contributed to the existence

of this feature.

In Chapter 14, we show that an Einasto shape parameter of 5 . n . 8 is found in two

different systems: (i) the outer baryonic DW component of the massive ellipticals in our

sample; and (ii) fits with an Einasto profile to the collisionless cold dark matter N-body

haloes. This range of n may thus be a common feature of collisionless systems. Finally, by

comparing results from planetary nebulae(PNe) and strong-lensing studies we show that it

is possible that galaxies with 5 . n . 8 for the outer component of their SB profiles are
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likely to be more dark matter dominated.

Finally, since the exponential characteristic is found in many processes in nature and

modified exponentials seem to play an important role in astrophysics, I provide, in Chap-

ter 15, novel techniques to obtain analytical (or semi-analytical) solutions to obtain otherwise

difficult (if not impossible) to obtain integrals, especially projected quantities which are of

critical relevance to an astronomer.

Chapter 16 contains a general discussion and a summary of conclusions drawn from the

work presented in this dissertation.



Chapter 3

Multicomponent structure of galaxies

3.1 Structure of baryonic (stellar) distribution

Hubble’s (1926) classification of galaxies as ellipticals and spirals based on the identification

of bulges and discs was probably the first systematic characterization of the multicomponent

structure of galaxies. de Vaucouleurs (1959a) showed that the outer regions of spirals and

lenticulars can be modelled as an exponential (also see Patterson (1940), de Vaucouleurs

(1955, 1959b) with the central bulge following an exp(−r1/4) profile, similar to ellipticals (de

Vaucouleurs 1948,1958). Bertola & Capaccioli (1970) modelled the giant elliptical M87 as

a linear superposition of a de Vaucouleurs and an exponential profile. The multicomponent

structure of lenticulars as a superposition of an exponential and an exp(−r1/4) component

was also investigated in Freeman (1970) and Kormendy (1977).

However, it was also observed that not all ellipticals and bulges of lenticulars followed a

pure de Vaucouleurs profile. Even then Sérsic’s (1968) generalized form, equation (1.1), did

not find much application until the comprehensive works of Caon et al. (1993) and Graham

et al. (1996), which revealed how an incorrect parametrization – a de Vaucouleurs profile

instead of a Sérsic profile – could lead to misleading conclusions (also see Davies et al. (1998)

and Young & Curie (1994)). Since then the Sérsic profile has become the norm for describing

the SB profile of galaxies over large dynamic radial ranges. Additionally, Ferrarese et al.

(1994), Lauer et al. (1995) and Graham et al. (2003) also observed that a single-Sérsic profile

cannot fit the entire dynamic radial range, especially the central regions down to the HST

18
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resolution. The failure of a single Sérsic profile to fit any of the galaxies in their sample

confirmed that multiple fit components are necessary to adequately model the structure of

galaxies.

In the absence of a sound theoretical model of galaxy formation and evolution, it is im-

portant to understand under what conditions can analysis through fitting functions identify

the true intrinsic components of a galaxy. This is especially important since a correct (or

incorrect) identification of such components can have a serious bearing on our understanding

of galaxy structure, formation and evolution. It is therefore important to ask, how many

components in a galaxy can be realistically identified and how?

In a series of papers on nearby spirals and the giant shallow-cusp (‘core’) elliptical M87

(NGC4486), Einasto and collaborators (following Einasto (1965)) demonstrated that the

3D baryonic mass density can be described as a multicomponent system of nested Einasto

profiles by parametrizing each kinematically and photometrically identified system or stellar

population using equation (1.2) (see Einasto & Rummel (1970), Haud & Einasto (1989),

Tenjes, Einasto & Haud (1991), Tenjes, Haud & Einasto (1994), Tenjes, Haud & Einasto

(1998)). They observed that, depending on the galaxy and quality of data, the 3D mass

density can be described as a certain combination of superposed systems – a nucleus, a core,

a bulge, a disk, a halo, a flat system – all well fitted with equation (1.2) and a massive corona

of baryonic and dark matter described using an isothermal density profile. It is to be noted

that in their construction each Einasto component had a unique shape parameter n and

scale-length rs identifying physically distinct systems as opposed to apparent components

generated by the use of equation (1.2) merely as a fitting function. To our knowledge, this

was the first systematic modelling of the intrinsic 3D structure of the components in galaxies

through a prior identification of systems.

In the pre-HST era, while the detection of bulges and discs revealed a multicomponent

structure at larger radial scales, the seeing effects of the ground-based observations did not

allow one to adequately resolve the central regions. Some galaxies possibly showed central

flattening of the density profiles, but because of limited resolution these claims remained

inconclusive.
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The dawn of HST and high-resolution, 0.02 arcsec pixel−1, imaging improved the situ-

ation dramatically. Crane et al. (1993), using the HST Faint Object Camera (FOC) showed

that the central regions of galaxies do not have flat density cores, but instead exhibit a wide

range of inner power-law slopes. The low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of their observations,

however, prevented them from obtaining point spread function (PSF) deconvolved images

that would allow for detailed modelling.

Imaging with the Wide-Field Planetary Camera 1 (WFPC1) on-board HST, Jaffe et

al. (1994), van den Bosch et al. (1994), Ferrarese et al. (1994) and Lauer et al. (1995)

generated PSF-deconvolved images of the central regions of ellipticals. They found that

the SB profile of the central regions convincingly revealed a wide range of inner slopes

inside a characteristic break, or transition radius, with shallow slopes and fainter central

magnitudes for the largest and most luminous galaxies, and steeper slopes and brighter

central magnitudes for the smaller and less luminous galaxies, thus implying an inherently

diverse multicomponent structure. This led to the development of a number of power-law

based parametrizations (Ferrarese et al. (1994), Lauer et al. (1995), Graham et al. (2003))

to model the central and outer regions of galaxies.

Thus, analysis of the SB profiles through parametric fitting functions also revealed a

multicomponent structure for galaxies, indicating the presence of two or three regions: a

double-power-law domain around a transition radius, and a main body for the galaxy usually

well described with a Sérsic profile. This is similar to the work done in modelling the 3D mass

density by Einasto and co-workers except that there is no reason to assume that components

generated through the use of fitting functions should correspond to kinematically identified

components or distinct stellar populations. Further, there is no convincing reason as to why

the form of the fitting functions should be different in different regions.

3.2 Structure of ΛCDM haloes

Using the Power et al. (2003) (hereafter P+03) simulations of ΛCDM N-body haloes, Navarro

et al. (2004) (hereafter N+04) showed, for the first time, that three-parameter fitting func-
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tions, especially those with a power-law logarithmic slope (hereafter PoLLS) like the Einasto

profile, are able to describe the 3D mass density distribution of spherically averaged ΛCDM

N-body haloes better than any of the two-parameter fitting functions (for example, Navarro,

Frenk and White (1997) & (1996) (NFW), Moore et al. (1999)) tried to date.

Subsequent simulations by Merritt et al. (2006) (hereafter M+06), Prada et al. (2006),

Gao et al. (2008), Hayashi & White (2008), Stadel et al. (2009) and Navarro et al. (2010)

have confirmed the need for a three-parameter function and for over 30 such dwarf-, galaxy-

and cluster-size N-body haloes the Einasto profile seems to be the best performing function

in comparison to other three-parameter fitting functions.

The Einasto shape parameter deduced from these simulations is typically in the range

5.n.8. Stadel et al. (2009) proposed a two-parameter function that provides fractionally

better fit in terms of rms than the Einasto profile for two haloes they simulated. However,

even for these two cases the Einasto profile has comparable residuals.

Note that the current resolution of N-body simulations does not allow one to probe

the very central regions of galaxies where baryons reveal a multicomponent structure. One

may thus conclude that within the resolved and converged domain of N-body simulations,

the dark matter distribution can be modelled as a single-component system described by a

PoLLS function like the Einasto profile. Note, however, that even upon radial averaging to

smooth out the substructure, not all N-body haloes may subscribe to an Einasto profile (at

better than 20 per cent), especially at large radii Ludlow et al. (2011).

3.3 Intrinsic and projected structure

Noting the similarity between the functional forms of the Einasto and the Sérsic profiles,

Merritt et al. (2005) obtained spherically averaged non-parametric estimates of the 3D in-

trinsic and 2D projected mass densities of the N-body haloes described in N+04 and P+03.

They found that the same fitting function, the Sérsic profile, which is used to describe the

SB profile of ellipticals also describes the surface densities of ΛCDM N-body haloes, whose

intrinsic 3D density profile is best described by a similar functional form, the Einasto profile
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(N+04).1

Fitting the 2D mass density with Sérsic profiles, M+05 obtained ‘acceptable’ residuals (.

10 %). M+05 therefore suggested that it is equally likely that the intrinsic (3D) distribution

is given by a deprojected Sérsic profile (PS97), and went on to suggest that the Sérsic profile

likely exhibits an ‘universality’ in functional form describing both the dark and baryonic

components. However, this deduction has been made over only 2.5 decades in radii that does

not include the high density central regions (due to limitations of the N-body simulations)

where a deprojection of the Sérsic profile (PS97) yields an infinite 3D central density.

Given the results of N+04 and M+05 in 3D and 2D space, respectively, one wonders

whether a mathematical projection of an Einasto profile yields a similar functional form,

albeit with different parameters (the Sérsic profile); for if not, then universality should be

deduced after comparing fits to the 2D density with both profiles, a projected Einasto profile

and a Sérsic profile. This question is extremely relevant given that Einasto and collaborators

had already shown that it is possible to model the SB profiles assuming that the 3D is given

by the Einasto profile; although, they did not compare their fits with that of a Sérsic profile.

It is therefore important to understand whether, universality exists or not; if yes, then

over what radial domain does it exist; and, whether the universal profile is the Sérsic profile

(in 2D projected space) or the Einasto profile (in 3D intrinsic space).

In Dhar & Williams (2010) (DW10) we argue that since the 2D projection of a 3D

Einasto profile of index n has an analytical expression at R = 0 that is proportional to Γ(n),

the surface densities at R & 0 must be proportional to an incomplete gamma function and

thus cannot have the form of a modified exponential function, like the Sérsic profile. (see

Section 5.1 here).

DW10 show that while it is possible to find limited radial ranges over which a Sérsic

profile can approximate a projected Einasto profile, over a large radial range a Sérsic profile

is not a good representation of a projected Einasto profile, and using such fits can lead to

a misinterpretation of the best-fitting parameters. DW10 point out that the fitted Sérsic

1Note that the shape parameter n of the Einasto models in N+04 and M+05 has a range of 4.5 < n <
8.5.
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profile parameters depend strongly on the radial range of a projected Einasto profile. In other

words, fits with a Sérsic profile to a single projected Einasto profile implies the existence of

a variable Sérsic shape parameter.

DW10 provide an accurate analytical approximation for the 2D projection of an Einasto

profile (hereafter DW function) in terms of the 3D Einasto profile parameters, thereby

allowing one to parametrically describe the intrinsic (3D) properties of systems believed to

be Einasto-like from 2D observations of those systems.



Chapter 4

An overview of fitting functions

4.1 Combination of power-law functions

With the ability to resolve the central regions of galaxies with HST, it was found that a single

three-parameter fitting function, like the Sérsic profile, is not able to model the SB profile

over a large dynamic radial range down to the HST limit – less so with two-parameter

functions, for example, the de Vaucouleurs and the Jaffe profiles. Ferrarese et al. (1994)

thus proposed the four-parameter double power law, while Lauer et al. (1995) proposed the

five-parameter Nuker profile – which is a modified double power law with an additional

parameter to control the sharpness of transition between the power-laws.

Lauer et al. (1995) pointed out that the more flexible five-parameter Nuker profile is

designed to model only the small central regions, ∼ 10–20 arcsec, and not the rest of the

large galaxy structure, which could be well fitted with a three-parameter Sérsic profile. This

is because power laws assign a fixed logarithmic slope to the density distribution, while the

light of galaxies at large R exhibits a variable slope. However, even with five parameters

modelling a small radial range it can be seen that the central-most regions show residuals

larger than measurement errors. This implies that a total of 8 parameters are required for a

near-complete description excluding the very central inner regions. Moreover, in the central

regions, many galaxies exhibit a sharp change in slope, i.e. a transition radius. Even though

the presence of the transition is unambiguous, the domain over which one should fit the

Nuker profile to obtain robust parameters is not always obvious.

24
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Graham et al. (2003) showed that the best-fitting Nuker parameters are extremely sensi-

tive to the chosen domain of fit. Hence, observing that the central regions can be modelled as

power laws while the outer regions require a Sérsic profile, they proposed the six-parameter

core-Sérsic (CS) profile which has an inner power law coupled to an outer Sérsic profile along

with a parameter to control the sharpness of transition. Trujillo et al. (2004) suggested a

modification of the core-Sérsic profile by allowing an infinitely sharp transition along with

a step-function that reduces the CS profile to a five-parameter function, but as expected

produces an unphysically sharp break in the profile quite unlike the much smoother transi-

tion observed in galaxies. Even then, the large fit residuals in the central region continue to

exist.

Note that ‘nuclear’ components, when identified with respect to an inward extrapolation

of an outer (Sérsic, CS or Nuker) model for the galaxy, require additional parametrization.

For example, for galaxies in the ACS Virgo Cluster Survey (hereafter ACSVCS, Cote et

al. (2004)) of early-type galaxies (the galaxies presented herein and in Dhar & Williams

(2012) (hereafter DW12, Paper II), except NGC 4494, are a subset of the ACSVCS sample),

Ferrarese et al. (2006) (hereafter F+06) found that the light excess in the central regions

(often referred to as ‘nuclei’) of the steep-cusp galaxies in their sample could be best described

with a three-parameter King model. Such ‘nuclei’ are not as rare, in early-type galaxies, as

was originally believed, but may not always be very prominent. Cote et al. (2006) showed

that 66–82 per cent of the ACSVCS galaxies have such a central feature. It thus appears

that one needs a King model (or some other additional parametrization) for the nuclear

region, and either a Sérsic, a CS or a Nuker+Sérsic profile to model the rest of the galaxy,

i.e. a total of 6–11 parameters.

While the overall rms of the fits with 6–11 parameters appears small, the residuals in

many radial sections remain large, & 0.1 and sometimes & 0.2 mag arcsec−2 – considerably

larger than the 0.01–0.05 mag arcsec−2 uncertainty of HST quality data. For illustration

we refer the reader to the fits in Ferrarese et al. (2006) using a combination of Sérsic, CS

and King models where large, and sometimes divergent, residuals can be found in some

regions. A comparison of fits with CS, King and Nuker profiles in the central regions of
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some galaxies are also shown in Lauer et al. (2007), clearly revealing the lack of a good fit

in the central-most regions. More detailed discussion is provided in Chapter 9.

Further, none of the above power-law based functions are defined in the limit R → 0.

While this may seem to be of academic interest, since the density at R = 0 does not con-

tribute much to the light enclosed, it can introduce uncertainties in interpreting deprojections

needed to extract 3D intrinsic profiles, and also for fitting procedures using PSF-convolved

models, where one needs to specify a finite value for the SB profile at R = 0 for the convo-

lution.

4.2 Multicomponent modified exponentials

All of the above power-law and CS parametrizations are well guessed but ad hoc empirical

fitting functions in 2D, in the sense that they are not a result of well-established theoretical

models of galaxy formation. However, despite the existence of residuals larger than mea-

surement errors, the parameters of the fits are used to draw inferences on galaxy structure

and evolution, which are intrinsically 3D phenomena. This could have been meaningful if

the 2D models were deduced from an underlying physically motivated 3D distribution. In

order to draw such inferences from functions that are merely fitting functions, one needs, at

the very least, to have residual profiles consistently comparable to measurement errors over

a large dynamic radial range, and not just a low rms.

Kormendy et al. (2009) (hereafter KFCB09) addresses this issue partly by fitting a

single modified exponential function, the Sérsic profile, over a rigorously tested range where

the function produces residuals comparable to measurement errors. However, this range

is chosen to ensure that the Sérsic profile produces a good fit and specifically excludes

the entire domain within the break radius. Since the Sérsic profile is an ad hoc fitting

function, parameters deduced from fits within a limited radial range can lead to misleading

interpretations of the physics involved and in estimating properties of the region inside the

break radius.

Since the Sérsic profile produces good fits over a large radial range and lenticulars have
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been modelled with a Sérsic+exponential profile, a plausible alternative is to use a double-

Sérsic profile to model the entire galaxy. This approach had not received much attention

until recently when Gonzalez, Zabludoff & Zaritsky (2003) showed that a double-Sérsic

profile provides much better fits to 12 brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs). An example of

such a fit for the BCG in Abell 2984 is shown in their fig. 2. Cote et al. (2007) (hereafter

C+07) also arrive at a similar conclusion for some galaxies in ACSVCS and the Fornax

Cluster Survey. A comprehensive study of fits with a double-Sérsic profile is provided in

Hopkins et al. (2009a,b) where they obtain low residuals over a large dynamic radial range.

While they do not provide a residual profile, the rms of their fits are often larger than the

measurement errors.

From a mathematical stand point, the Sérsic profile presents another difficulty: its de-

projection, which can provide insights into the 3D structure of the galaxy, is not very well

analytically tractable. Asymptotic limits of deprojection can be found in Ciotti (1991) and

approximate expressions are given in Prugniel & Simien (1997) and Lima Neto, Gerbal &

Marquez (1999) (hereafter PS97 and LGM99, respectively). However, the PS97 and LGM99

approximations are not accurate at small R≤10−2RE , and the 3D density becomes unde-

fined as r→0 for Sérsic indices m>1 (Ciotti, 1991), while all galaxies observed to date have

m>1.

Baes & Gentile (2011) (hereafter BG11) provide an exact analytical expression for the

deprojection of Sérsic profiles for all m in terms of the Fox H function, which is extremely

difficult, if not impossible to compute, even numerically. However, for rational values of

m they show that the deprojection can be expressed in terms of the Meijer G function.

Rational-m requirement is not too stringent because for practical purposes any m can be

well approximated by a rational number. The singularity in the deprojected central density

for m > 1 is, however, inherent to the form of the Sérsic function. We also note that the

deprojections discussed above are assumed to extend to infinite 3D radius. However, just

because a deprojection is analytically difficult does not, by any means, suggest that the true

2D light distribution of galaxies is not described by a Sérsic profile, and the 3D distribution

is not a deprojected Sérsic profile. What might suggest that the Sérsic profile is not an
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optimal function over very large radial ranges is that even a two-component model, i.e. a

double Sérsic (as in Hopkins et al. (2009a,b)), often yields residuals larger than measurement

errors.

Motivated by the finding that the Einasto profile provides better fits to pure dark mat-

ter high-resolution N-body simulations of dwarf-, galaxy- and cluster- sized haloes, DW10

presented, for the first time, an extremely accurate – fractional deviations of ∼ 10−4 to

10−2 – analytical approximation to the surface mass density of a 3D Einasto profile. This

function is valid for n & 0.2 (see Section 7.1), and is expressed in terms of the 3D Einasto

profile parameters, ρs, rs, and n (see Chapter 5). Given the issues described above with the

existing forms of the fitting function, in this work (published in DW12, Paper II) we present

the quality of fits to the SB profiles of ellipticals with a multicomponent DW function, which

has the interesting property that the intrinsic 3D luminosity density is a multicomponent

Einasto profile.



Chapter 5

Surface Density of the Einasto Profile

In the following discussion based on DW10, I argue that if a 3D distribution is Einasto-like,

the 2D distribution need not be Sérsic-like and provide an analytically motivated functional

form for the 2D projection. This function can be used to describe the surface mass density of

the Einasto family of dark matter haloes subscribing to a wide range of the shape parameter

(1 ≤ n ≤ 10 or 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1) and over a wide radial (projected) range of 0 ≤ R ≤ 30 r−2,

corresponding to 0 ≤ R . 6 r200. Here, r200 is defined to be the radius beyond which the

mean matter density of the DM only N-body simulations (P+03) is ≤ 200 times the critical

density of an Einstein-de Sitter Universe (the virial radius), and r−2 (as defined in N+04)

is the 3D scale length (rs) where the logarithmic slope of the Einasto profile (equation (2.2)

with X = b1/α r
rs

) equals the logarithmic slope of a power law density profile of power −2,

equation (2.1)1. Note that defining rs = r−2 as above necessarily requires defining b = 2/α

or equivalently b = 2n (n = 1/α) for the Einasto profile, equation (1.2).

Throughout this chapter, we shall refer to ΣN as the numerical projection of a 3D Einasto

function, equation (1.2), and ΣS refers to equation (1.1) – the 2D Sérsic profile. Our semi-

analytical approximation to model ΣN is referred to as ΣE in this chapter, but following

DW12 we call this function as the DW function or ΣDW throughout this dissertation.

1The choice of the above definition for rs was motivated by the fact that a power law profile of power −2

corresponds to the isothermal density profile often used to explain the DM induced flat rotation curves

29
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5.1 General shape of 2D Einasto profile: A short discussion

In terms of the line of sight distance (z), the surface mass density Σ(R) can be estimated

from:

Σ(R) = 2

∫ ∞

0
ρ
(
√

z2 +R2
)

dz (5.1)

While an exact analytical expression for the integral in equation (5.1) for the Einasto profile

equation (1.2) has so far eluded us, we derive below an excellent semi-analytical approxima-

tion.

To intuitively motivate the functional form of ΣE(R) for the Einasto profile equation

(1.2), observe that at R = 0, the integral equation (5.1) presents us with an exact solution:

ΣE(0) =
2ebrsnρs

bn
Γ[n] (5.2)

where, Γ[n] is the complete Gamma Function.

Hence, for R>0, it is reasonable to expect the integral to depend on terms involving in-

complete gamma functions. In fact, for the sake of discussion, one can make a very crude

assumption that most of the contribution to the integral in equation (5.1) at a given R

(especially for R < r−2) comes from the region z > R. Integrating, from some ζR to ∞
(where ζ > 1), one gets:

Σ(R) =
2ebrsnρs

bn
Γ[n, b(

ζR

rs
)
1

n ] (5.3)

Similarly, the integral for R > r−2 will have dominant contributions from terms involving

γ[a, x]; where Γ[a, x] and γ[a, x] are the upper-incomplete and lower-incomplete gamma

functions respectively.

This is quite unlike a Sérsic (equation (1.1)) function. Hence, although a Sérsic profile

may fit a projected Einasto profile in a limited range of R it need not be a very good fit for

all R.
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5.2 ΣDW (R): An analytical approximation of projected Einasto

profile

With the 3D spatial distance r =
√
z2 +R2, where R is the 2D projected distance in the

plane of the sky, and z the line of sight distance from the object to the observer, at any given

R, one can define 3 regions for the integral in equation (5.1) for the Einasto profile(equation

(1.2)):

Region I: z < R, integrating from z = 0 to ζ1R, with ζ1 ≤ 1

Region II: z > R, integrating from z=ζ2R to ∞, with ζ2 > 1, and

Region III: z ∼ R, in a neighborhood δ between ζ1R and ζ2R

In Region I: z < R, the first term on the right hand side (RHS) of equation (1.2) can

be written as:

−b

(

z2 +R2

r2s

)
1

2n

= −b

(

R

rs

) 1

n
[

1 +
( z

R

)2
] 1

2n

(5.4)

Neglecting 4th and higher order terms in (z/R), in the binomial expansion of equation (5.4),

the integral of equation (5.1) (from z = 0 to ζ1R) has an analytical approximation:

ρsrs exp

[

−b

(

[

R

rs

]
1

n

− 1

)]

√

2n

b

(

R

rs

)(1− 1

2n )

×γ

[

1

2
, ζ21

b

2n

(

R

rs

) 1

n

]

(5.5)

In Region II: z > R, a binomial expansion of the first term of the RHS of equation (1.2)

gives us:

−b(
z

rs
)
1

n (1 + (
R

z
)2)

1

2n = −b(
z

rs
)
1

n

−b(
R

rs
)
1

n

[

1

2n
(
R

z
)2−

1

n +
1

4n
(
1

2n
− 1)(

R

z
)4−

1

n + ...

]

(5.6)
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Fits to N-body simulations with the Einasto profile have so far indicated an n>3.0 (α.0.3).

Hence, observing that the leading contribution comes from the 1st term b(z/rs)
1

n , one can

drop the remaining terms. This is especially true in our primary domain of interest (3≤n≤ 10

, i.e. α≤0.3). Even for 1 ≤n≤ 3, although the approximation is not as good (as it is for

n≥3), it continues to provide better fits than a Sérsic profile in the entire range 1≤n≤10.

With this understanding, the integral from z = ζ2R to ∞, in Region II can be written as:

2ebrsnρs
bn

Γ

[

n, b

(

ζ2R

rs

)
1

n

]

(5.7)

In Region III: ζ1R ≤ z ≤ ζ2R, one can not make the approximations made in regions

I and II. However, there exists a point ǫR between ζ1R and ζ2R, where the mean-value

approximation will be valid in a domain δ about ǫR. Since the density profile falls rapidly

for R << r−2 and gradually for R >> r−2, the domain of applicability of the mean-value

approximation will be such that δ < (ζ2 − ζ1) for R < r−2 (→ 0 as R → 0) and tending to

ζ2 − ζ1 for R >> r−2. Further, it should be obvious that ζ1, ζ2 and δ will depend on the

shape parameter n as well. A function describing δ, with such a property is:

δ = (ζ2 − ζ1)[1 − exp(−(R/rs)
µ)] (5.8)

with µ = µ(n)

The remaining (small) excluded region does not add significantly to the integral (refer to

error plots in Section 5.3).

With this, the contribution to the integral in equation (5.1), from region III- a domain

δ around R - from an application of the mean-value theorem at ǫR can be written as:

2δRρ(z = ǫR) = 2δRρs exp



−b





(√
1 + ǫ2R

rs

) 1

n

− 1







 (5.9)

A few important observations are in order. First, neglecting terms in the integrand of

region I (equation (5.4)) and II (equation (5.6)), leads to over-estimating the integrands in
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those regions. Second, ignoring the contribution from region III and fitting only for ζ1 and

ζ2, produces good fits (refer to discussion following equation (5.15)) but understandably with

a ζ2 greater than ζ2 with region III included. i.e., including region III, lowers ζ2 allowing

it to be closer to 1, resulting in a larger contribution from the upper-incomplete gamma

function. A simultaneous fit of ζ1, ζ2, ǫ and µ(in δ) accounts for these excess contributions

through a negative sign from region III.

In region I, since 4th and higher order terms in z/R are neglected, one can fix ζ1 =

1. Further, although ǫ should in principle be estimated, we found it to be a reasonable

approximation to fix ǫ = ζ2+ζ1
2 . This reduces the number of parameters to fit to only two

- ζ2 and µ - which in turn, during the fitting process, compensates for the approximations

made on ζ1 and ǫ.

With these approximations, the surface mass density ΣE(R), for 1 ≤ n ≤ 10 with

X = R/rs can be written as:

ΣE(R) =
ΣE0

Γ(n+ 1)

[

n Γ
[

n, b (ζ2X)
1

n

]

+
bn

2

√

2n

b
X(1− 1

2n )γ

[

1

2
, ζ21

b

2n
X

1

n

]

e−bX
1
n (5.10)

− δbnXe−b(
√
1+ǫ2X)

1
n

]

where,

ΣE0 = ΣE(0) =
2ebrsρsΓ(n+ 1)

bn
(5.11)

For the N+04 parametrization of b = 2n (which defines rs = r−2) and by choosing ζ1 = 1,

equation (5.10) simplifies to equation (5.12); where, after substituting the ratio of b/2n

with 1 in equation (5.10), we leave b in the rest of the equation in order to reduce clutter.
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This gives us:

ΣE(R) =
ΣE0

Γ(n+ 1)

[

n Γ
[

n, b (ζ2X)
1

n

]

+
bn

2
X(1− 1

2n)γ

[

1

2
,X

1

n

]

e−bX
1
n (5.12)

− δbnXe−b(
√
1+ǫ2X)

1
n

]

,

where,

δ = (ζ2 − ζ1)[1 − exp(−Xµ)], (5.13)

and,

ǫ =
ζ2 + ζ1

2
, ζ1 = 1, b = 2n, and X = R/r−2

and, ζ2 and µ are numerically estimated (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2) for the specific conditions

of b = 2n and ζ1 = 1 to yield:

ζ2 = 1.1513 +
0.05657

n
− 0.00903

n2
(5.14)

µ =
1.5096

n
+

0.82505

n2
− 0.66299

n3
(5.15)

We would also like to note that based on the accuracy of an approximation needed, one

can neglect the contribution from region III (the δ term) and with ζ1 = 1 fit only for ζ2.

Although we have not explored a functional relation of ζ2(n), we note that the best-fitting

ζ2 varies weakly from 1.2145 at n = 10 to 1.2194 at n = 3.0 to 1.2424 at n = 1.0, with

a maximum error within 30 r−2 (usually reaching a peak around r200) of 0.6% at n = 10,

1.2% at n = 3 and 2.2% at n = 1. Hence, within the current domain of 3 < n < 8 from

N-body simulations (corresponding to 0.12 < α < 0.3) one can neglect the δ term and set

ζ1 = 1, and ζ2 = 1.2176 at the cost of an error in the range (0.5% to 1.5%).
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Figure 5.1: ζ2(n) equation (5.14) for 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1.0 (1.0 ≤ n ≤ 10.0). Each point has been
obtained by fitting the numerically projected Einasto profile with equation (5.12) for b = 2n
and ζ1 = 1.

In order to model the light of ellipticals, we compared equation (5.10) to the numerical

projection of equation (1.2) for a wider range of n. For 10 ≤ n ≤ 50, the residuals are ∼
10−4, and ∼ 10−2 for 0.5 ≤ n ≤ 1. The function works very well even for 0.2 ≤ n < 0.5 with

larger residuals in a small region around rs, but with an overall rms ≤ 0.05. However, none

of the galaxies requires an n in the latter range. We also found that for the entire range 0.2

≤ n ≤ 50, the uncertainties in recovering the 3D Einasto profile parameters from 2D fits

with equation (5.10) to a numerical projection of an Einasto profile are better than 10−3.

In DW12 (Paper II), we tested the parametrizations given in equation (5.14) and equation

(5.15) for 0.5 ≤ n ≤ 50 and found that the residuals are consistently ∼ 10−3 and often

∼ 10−4, especially for large n. We also found that for the entire range 0.2 ≤ n ≤ 50, the

uncertainties in recovering the 3D Einasto profile parameters from 2D fits with equation

(5.10) to a numerical projection of an Einasto profile are better than 10−3.[Refer to the

discussion following equation (5.9), on why the δ term is negative]. This is a useful result

because the surface mass density is expressed entirely as a function of the 3D spatial density
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Figure 5.2: µ(n) equation (5.15) 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1.0 (1.0 ≤ n ≤ 10.0). Each point has been
obtained by fitting the numerically projected Einasto profile with equation (5.12) for b = 2n
and ζ1 = 1.

parameters, which is not the case for any existing projected fitting function. Equation (5.10)

or (5.12) thus serves two purposes: One, given a 3D Einasto profile, equation (5.10) gives

a good approximation to its 2D surface mass density. And two, a good fit to some 2D

observations with equation (5.10) for example surface mass density from lensing, will give

us the 3D spatial density parameters of a Einasto-like profile.

This is also quite unlike fitting 2D Einasto profiles with Sérsic-like functions, where one

first needs to fit for the 2-D and then deproject to fit for the 3D shape parameters (M+05),

which usually are different without any known existing functional relation between them.
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5.3 Comparison with Numerically Projected Einasto profiles

5.4 Estimating ζ2 and µ for ΣE

We numerically integrate equation (5.1) for the profile in equation (1.2) and obtain ΣN(R) in

the domain R : (0−30) r−2 for 90 profiles with a shape parameter in the range 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1.

A resolution in R of 0.002 r−2 (∼ 0.05 rconv), allows us to quantify errors due to our

approximation in a domain R << rconv, and we report comparison of errors up to 30 r−2 or

up to a R where ΣN (R) ∼ 10−8Σ(0) whichever is earlier.

With b = 2n and ζ1 = 1, we use a non-linear least squares Levenberg-Marquardt algo-

rithm to estimate the best-fitting values for ζ2 and µ by fitting equation (5.12) to each of

the numerically generated ΣN profiles. We find that ζ2 (equation (5.14)) and µ (equation

(5.15)) are best described by a second and third degree polynomial respectively, in α = 1/n

(Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2).

5.5 A detailed look at errors in the ΣE approximation

Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 describe the fractional error profile between our model ΣE and

the numerically projected Einasto profile ΣN (R) for a wide range of the shape parameter

α = 1/n. Figure 5.3 is more relevant to current N-body simulations, where in α seems to

be in the range 0.1 to 0.25. It is worth noting here, that for α as high as 0.25 (n = 4.00),

the largest errors are < 0.3% in the range (0 to 30) r−2.

In case the range 1 ≤ n ≤ 3 becomes relevant in the future, where N-body haloes for

α & 0.4 have not yet been found, we also present in Figure 5.4 a comparison between ΣE

and ΣN . This is also the domain where our assumptions in the z > R region are weaker.

Nevertheless, the accuracy of the approximation is striking with the worst error < 1% within

R < 5 r−2.
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Figure 5.3: Fractional Error between ΣE and ΣN for 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 0.25, 4 ≤ n ≤ 10. The
x-axis plotted in log scale is expressed as a ratio of the 2D projected radiusR and the 3D
scale radius r−2 of the corresponding Einasto profile. r200 ∼ 6 r−2 whilerconv ∼ 0.05 r−2.
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5.6 Comparison with Sérsic profiles

In this section we discuss results of fits to ΣN with a Sérsic function and superimpose the

ΣE model (black solid lines) equation (5.12) for a relative comparison between ΣS and ΣE

(Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). The fits presented here were obtained using log scale of density.

One can also obtain fits with density in linear scale; a comparison of residuals for the case

α = 0.17 is presented in Figure 5.8. The best fit parameters and consequently the error

profile are quite different and is an indication that the best-fitting Sérsic profile does not

provide an adequate representation of a projected Einasto profile.

Not evident in the plots (Figure 5.5–Figure 5.8) are the extremely large errors in the

central density ΣS(0) when fitting using log density. For α = 0.1 (Figure 5.5) the relative

error at R = 0 is 375%, for α = 0.17 (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.8), the relative error is 215%

and 33% for α = 1. However, we observed empirically that fits in log density happen to

reflect the significance of RE as enclosing half the total mass of ΣN (it is to be noted that RE

by definition encloses half the total mass of ΣS). This is because the domain over which ΣS

(with fits obtained in log density) overestimates the density is a relatively small contributor

to the total mass and fits with log density in the region R > r−2 are good. Since, we can

reliably estimate one of the Sérsic profile parameters (RE) through fits with log density (as

opposed to none in linear scale), we have presented results of fits in log density in Figure 5.5

and Figure 5.6.

The large errors in the central density also have serious consequences for strong lensing.

Typically the strong lensing regime extends up to ∼ 0.1 r−2. In strong lensing, image

positions correspond to extremum (minima, maxima and saddle) points of the time delay

surface. The jth image θij for the ith source βi is given by:

~θij = ~βi +
1

π

∫

(~θij − ~θ′) κ(~θ′)

|~θij − ~θ′|2
d2θ′ (5.16)

where κ(~θ) is the normalized surface mass density at an angular position ~θ.

Consequently contributions to the integral in equation (5.16) from unusually large density
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near the center (as a result of fits with a Sérsic profile in log density), will produce image

separations larger than what one can expect from a numerical projection of the 3D Einasto

profile.

Sérsic profile fits to model a projected Einasto profile should thus be avoided especially

if the central region (R<0.1r−2) is being excluded. This is because, as shown in Figure 5.8,

one can get a reasonably good fit (relative error within 10%) over a large range of R&0.1r−2

(fitting in log density) giving an indication that the Sérsic profile is a good representation

of projected Einasto profile, but doing so will lead to even larger errors in the excluded

central region (R<0.1r−2). One should thus use caution in interpreting the other structural

parameters, the shape parameter m or λ and the central density ΣS(0).

Fits in linear density present a different problem. Even though the central errors are

much better (relative error ∼10% for α=0.17, Figure 5.8) than fits using log density, the

best-fitting RE does not enclose half the total mass of ΣN and the errors for large R keep

increasing with R.

Although the Sérsic profile is not a good representation of a projected Einasto profile,

one can fit Sérsic profiles in limited domains of R and obtain an estimate of the shape of the

projected Einasto profiles in those domains only, but be careful to not use the resulting best-

fitting values of RE and ΣS(0) as a true representation of the half-mass radius and central

density of the projected Einasto. In Figure 5.7, we present two such relations between the

2D Sérsic index (λ= 1
m) and the 3D Einasto index α= 1

n in two domains R< r−2 and R> r−2.

In these 2 regions, λ(α) can be described as power laws. For the domain R< r−2 we find:

λ(α) = 1.332 α0.741 (5.17)

and for R > r−2 defined as in Section 5.4:

λ(α) = 1.037 α0.882 (5.18)

Not only is the shape (λ) different in the two domains, their evolution with α is also different.

Nevertheless, this result can be useful in obtaining an estimate of the shape of projected
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Einasto profile in these two domains demarcated by r−2.

The ΣE model, with errors < 0.5% does not face any of the above issues. Further,

unlike the Sérsic profile, the ΣE model can predict the central density with almost 0% errors

due to the existence of an analytical solution. Thus, if the underlying 3D distribution is

Einasto-like, the 2D distribution should be modeled with ΣE.
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5.7 Extracting the 3D-parameters from the ΣE model

The ΣE model is not just a good description of the projected Einasto profile but is also

expressed in terms of the 3D Einasto profile parameters. It should thus be possible to

recover the 3D parameters (α, r−2, ρ−2) from fits to 2D distributions that subscribe to an

underlying 3D Einasto-like system.

For the wide family of numerically projected Einasto profiles ΣN described herein, we

could recover the 3D parameters for all of them with an accuracy of ∼ 10−3 or better, by

fitting ΣN with equation (5.12) and the parametrizations of equation (5.14) and equation

(5.15) through a non-linear least squares Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Given that, as

of now robust data (within virialized regions) from N-body simulations are in the domain

rconv to r200, the fits were performed in this domain. In passing, we note that our results are

even better if we fit from 0 to 30 r−2. Such a high degree of accuracy indicates that if the

2D distribution is indeed a projected Einasto profile, the 3D parameters can be recovered

very well even from a limited radial range of observations.

We note that, for the entire range of 0.1 ≤ (α = 1
n) ≤ 1 the fits always converged for

an initial guess of α < true α, rs > true r−2 and ρ−2 in the range (0.1 to 4) ρtrue−2 . An

initial guess of very low α ∼ 0.05 and a guess for r−2 ∼ r200 for the type of object (galaxy

or cluster) being considered can be a reasonable starting value for the fit to converge. We

also did not encounter any local minima. i.e. if the fit converges, it always converged to the

true set of (α, r−2, ρ−2).



Chapter 6

Data

6.1 Surface Brightness Data of the Virgo Galaxies

Since our primary goal is to explore how well a multicomponent DW function describes

the SB profiles of ellipticals, we restrict ourselves to ellipticals for which a large dynamic

radial range of high-resolution data are available. We hence looked at the well-studied Virgo

Cluster, for which KFCB09 provide, for the first time, an excellent composite compilation

of many ground- and space-based observations, spanning up to five decades – the largest

available radial range.

In order to be able to probe the central regions, ∼ 0.1 arcsec, we select galaxies from

the KFCB09 sample with published PSF-deconvolved profiles for their central regions –

primarily data from Lauer et al. (1992, 1995 & 2005). The intermediate regions of all

galaxies are supplemented by the high-resolution HST/ACSVCS data, while the extensive

outer regions come from a wide range of ground-based observations allowing for accurate sky

subtraction. We refer the reader to KFCB09 for details on how many data sets have been

used for each galaxy and the details of averaging between data sets to create the composite.

From the sample of ellipticals in KFCB09, we exclude NGC4374 and NGC4515 since they

do not have PSF-deconvolved profiles, NGC4486A since its profile is strongly contaminated

by dust, and NGC4486B whose profile is affected by its proximity to M87 (NGC4486).

NGC4261 does not have PSF-deconvolved profile, but we include this galaxy in our

sample. This is because (i) KFCB09 use HST-NICMOS 1.6-µm H-band data for its central

45
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regions (transformed to V magnitudes) to account for dust absorption in V; (ii) the 1.6-µm

images in Quillen, Bower & Stritzinger (2000) show that dust absorption in near-infrared is

weak and restricted to the very central regions, and the V-H colour image shows that any

nuclear point source is shielded by the dust; (iii) it has a shallow cusp and the effects of a PSF

are not as strong as in steep-cusp galaxies; and (iv) during fitting with a multicomponent

DW function, discussed in Section 7.2 and Chapter 8, we varied the lower end of the fit

range from 0.07 to 0.3 arcsec (4×0.075 arcsec, the NICMOS pixel scale) and found that our

best-fitting parameters were robust within 10 per cent.

We thus obtain a sample of 23 ellipticals in and around Virgo, comprising of 22 ellipticals

from the data set presented in KFCB09 and a composite profile of NGC4494 from Napolitano

et al. (2009).

6.2 Uncertainties in the dataset

Critical to our modelling of multiple components is the requirement that the fit residuals

be consistent with measurement errors. It is therefore important to discuss the various

uncertainties reported by KFCB09 for their dataset.

Zero-points in KFCB09 are reported to have systematic uncertainties ≤ 0.05 mag arcsec−2,

and random errors of ∼ 0.03 mag arcsec−2. While the authors do not provide quantitative

values for profile measurement errors (either for every data point or an rms for each galaxy),

they do state that fits with a Sérsic function are considered good when the resulting rms of

fit is comparable to profile measurement errors, which are of the order of a “few hundredths of

a mag arcsec−2”. KFCB09 also report that the median rms of fits with a Sérsic profile, over

a restricted radial range, is 0.04 mag arcsec−2 with a dispersion of 0.02 mag arcsec−2. We

thus conclude that individual galaxies in the sample can have profile measurement errors in

the range of (0.02–0.06) mag arcsec−2, with an rms of random errors ∼ 0.03 mag arcsec−2.

For the central-most regions, Lauer et al. (1998) report PSF-deconvolution errors of

around 0.07 mag arcsec−2, which along with the random errors of 0.03 mag arcsec−2

imply that the central-most data points, at .0.1 arcsec, for our selected sample may have
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uncertainties ∼ 0.1 mag arcsec−2. KFCB09 also report uncertainties in sky subtraction and

errors due to matching profiles at large radii are around 0.1 mag arcsec−2.



Chapter 7

Surface Brightness with the DW

function

7.1 Half-light radius and accuracy of DW function

In Dhar & Williams (2010), the authors derive an extremely accurate analytical approxi-

mation, equation (5.10), for the line-of-sight 2D projection of the 3D Einasto profile, equa-

tion (1.2). As described in Paper III (Dhar & Williams, in preparation), generalizing the δ

term in equation (5.13) allows equations (5.10)–(5.15) to describe the surface density of a

projected Einasto profile for any choice of scale radius rs and an associated b(n). However,

these equations simplify considerably for the N+04 parametrization of b=2n (DW10). This

parametrization also has another nice feature that in a log–log plot of the surface density,

the slope of the profile is −1 at R ≈ r−2 which is easily identified visually as the point

where the profile begins to flatten out in log-space. In this work (and in DW10 and DW12),

we therefore adopt b = 2n and rs = r−2 and use the parametrizations derived in Paper III

(Dhar & Williams, in preparation) to infer the 3D half-light radius (r3E , valid for n & 0.17)

and 2D half-light radius (R2E , valid for n & 0.5) of a single component through

r3E = r−2

(

1.5 − 0.1665

n
+

0.0035

n2.2

)n

, (7.1)

48
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R2E = r−2

(

1.5− 0.6328

n
+

0.145

n1.704

)n

. (7.2)

It should be evident from geometry that R2E < r3E .

Instead of fitting to estimate r−2 and Σ0, it may be more desirable in some cases to fit

directly for either R2E or r3E and the corresponding SB profiles at Σ(R2E) and Σ(r3E). In

that case one will need to use the appropriate parametrizations for b=b(n) given in Paper III

(Dhar & Williams, in preparation), which presents a number of useful results on the Einasto

profile, and a better parametrization to measure the half-light radius of the 2D Sérsic profile.

The above set of equations, (5.10)–(5.15), were derived and tested in DW10 for 1 ≤ n

≤ 10. The fractional residuals with respect to a numerically projected Einasto profile were

very small, ∼ 10−2 to 10−3. In order to model the light of ellipticals, we compared equation

(5.10) to the numerical projection of equation (1.2) for a wider range of n. For 10 ≤ n ≤
50, the residuals are ∼ 10−4, and ∼ 10−2 for 0.5 ≤ n ≤ 1. The function works very well

even for 0.2 ≤ n < 0.5 with larger residuals in a small region around rs, but with an overall

rms ≤ 0.05. However, none of the galaxies requires an n in the latter range. We also found

that for the entire range 0.2 ≤ n ≤ 50, the uncertainties in recovering the 3D Einasto profile

parameters from 2D fits with equation (5.10) to a numerical projection of an Einasto profile

are better than 10−3.

The tests were conducted over a large dynamic range in radii, corresponding to the

domain within which the surface density drops from Σ0 to ∼ 10−8 Σ0, which translates to a

difference in magnitude ∆µ=20 mag arcsec−2. The set of equations (5.10)–(5.15) can thus

be used to estimate the 3D parameters of a projected Einasto profile for a very wide range

in radii, and shape parameter 0.2 ≤ n ≤ 50, corresponding to 0.02≤ (α=1/n) ≤ 5.

Note that, as in DW12, the function referred to as ΣE in DW10 is also referred to as the

DW function or ΣDW throughout this dissertation.
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7.2 Multicomponent fits with the DW function

As with other three-parameter functions discussed in Chapter 3, a single DW function could

not fit the SB profiles over the entire dynamic radial range of our galaxies. Hence, we start

with the assumption that a minimum of two DW functions, each with three parameters, are

required to describe the light of ellipticals.

The decision to add a third component must be based on the level of measurement errors

in the data (Section 6.2), as well as on the available degrees of freedom, i.e. the addition of

the third component must be statistically justifiable.

We decide whether to fit a three-component model after considering the following factors:

(i) Overall rms of residuals. The random errors in zero-points of the KFCB09 data

are ∼ ±0.03mag arcsec−2, and result primarily from matching profiles of different filter

magnitude systems. If the rms of residuals are much less than this level, it may indicate

over-fitting. In that case, three-component models are not considered. On the other hand,

if a two-component model has a larger rms, we explore a three-component model.

(ii) Examination of the fit residuals. A low rms of residuals does not necessarily imply

a good or reliable model. One can obtain a low rms due to very small residuals over

a large radial range, and large residuals over a small range. We therefore examine two-

component model residuals over the entire radial range and consider the fit to be good if

it has consistently low residuals (. 0.05 mag arcsec−2), except possibly at very large R,

and at the smallest R . 0.1 arcsec ≈ 2 HST-WFPC2 pixels, where residuals up to 0.1

mag arcsec−2 are considered acceptable (Section 6.2). If the overall rms is low, but there

are systematically high residuals in some regions, other than at very large and very small

R, we explore a three-component model.

(iii) F-test. Having fitted a three-component model, we employ the F-test to ensure that

the reduction in rms is statistically significant at > 3σ, or 99.7 per cent, and is not merely

due to an increase in the number of parameters.

Note that a failure of the F-test does not indicate that an extra component is certainly

not present. It just means that the number of degrees of freedom do not justify a statistically
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significant detection of the extra component. Better resolution, observations with a different

filter, and an increase in the number of independent data points may lead to a significant

detection of an additional component from the SB profile.

The resulting SB profile is then given as:

ΣDW (R) =
N
∑

i=1

Σi(R) (7.3)

with N = 2 or 3 indicating the number of components and Σi(R) as the density of the ith

component given by equations (5.10)–(5.15), with each component uniquely characterized

by the set {Σ0i, rsi=r−2i, ni}. As indicated later in Section 8.2, some galaxies may have

N>3 but we do not explore this option in DW12 and this dissertation.

For a two-component model, we shall refer to a central component, which typically

describes the region within the break radius, and an outer component, which typically

identifies the main body of the galaxy. For a three-component model, there is an additional

intermediate component, which describes a transition region between the central and outer

components, except in two cases, NGC4621 and 4434, where this component indicates the

presence of a weak system embedded within the outer component.

It should be noted that in our models of a galaxy as a superposition of components, the

central and intermediate DW components are in excess to an inward extrapolation of the

outer DW component.



Chapter 8

Results of fits

8.1 Structural parameters of Virgo Galaxies

Figure 8.1 –Figure 8.21 show fits to the SB profiles of the 23 Virgo ellipticals with a mul-

ticomponent DW function along with the fit residuals. For all galaxies, we present a two-

component model. For fourteen galaxies, a three-component model could be justified, while

a two-component model is sufficient for the other nine galaxies. The figure captions identify

whether the two- or three-component model is statistically significant. The results of fits

are summarized in Table 8.1.

The residuals of our models are consistent with measurement errors (Section 6.2) over

large dynamic ranges ∼ 105 in radius for the largest shallow-cusp galaxies down to the

resolution limit of HST and ∼ 106 in SB for the smaller steep-cusp galaxies. The rms is

often as low as ∼ 0.025 mag arcsec−2, with a median sample rms of 0.032 mag arcsec−2.

The multicomponent fits were carried out through a non-linear least squares Levenberg-

Marquardt minimization using GNUPLOT. During the fitting process all components were

allowed the entire dynamic radial range, and no pre-defined restricted range in R was im-

posed. While convergence does depend on a reasonable initial guess in any non-linear fitting,

we did not find any strong degeneracies between the fit parameters, especially for models

where residuals are consistent with measurement errors.

As noted in Section 7.2 we seek a three-component model when the rms of our two-

component model is greater than the 0.03 mag arcsec−2 rms of random errors in our
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sample. We then perform an F-test to either accept or reject the three-component model at

> 3σ, or 99.7 per cent. However, in the figures we present two cases where we do not rely

on the F-test alone, and consider other factors.

(i) In NGC4649 (Figure 8.3), an F-test indicates there is a 27 per cent chance that the

reduction in rms due to a three-component model is not statistically significant; hence, for

the rest of this work, we use the two-component model. However, from our understanding

of errors in the central regions (Section 6.2) it can be seen that the three-component model

certainly improves the fit near the centre and is acceptable at 1.2 σ. Hence, a failure of

the F-test does not necessarily mean that a physically distinct system is not present. Its

existence can be verified with more information, say, spectroscopic, about the central region.

In Section 12.2 we will show that the three-component model may be necessary to infer the

intrinsic 3D density.

(ii) We show a three-component model for NGC4636 (Figure 8.9) as an illustration where

an F-test does not reject the three-component model (at > 3σ), but we do. This galaxy has

a large dynamic radial range and a three-component model may well be admissible. We,

however, reject it since our first criterion to admit a three-component model is that the two-

component model must have an rms > 0.03 mag arcsec−2 while its two-component rms

is 0.029 mag arcsec−2. Hence, we do not feel confident in accepting this three-component

model and emphasize that reliance on statistics and physical interpretations of models must

be made with respect to the level of measurement errors in data.
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Table 8.1: Multicomponent DW model properties of Virgo Ellipticals

Component Parameters Effective Radii RMS (mag)

Name Type D Scale nc nint no r3Ec r3Eint r3Eo r3E R2E µ0 qc Av VT MV T LV T Multi- Double-

(Mpc) (pc) (pc) (kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (mag�
′′

) (mag) (mag) (×109L⊙) DW Sérsic
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20)

NGC4472 E2 17.14 83.10 0.717 1.860 5.359 382.75 2.09 29.87 25.59 18.88 15.92 0.806 0.072 7.88 -23.29 176.5 0.031 0.07
NGC4486 E1 17.22 83.48 1.090 2.619 6.451 30.81 3.96 75.26 50.98 37.29 16.21 0.722 0.072 8.04 -23.14 153.9 0.050 0.09
NGC4649 E2 17.30 83.87 0.997 —– 5.444 951.50 —– 14.96 13.78 10.20 15.64 0.828 0.086 8.46 -22.73 106.2 0.032 0.08
NGC4406 E3 16.83 81.59 0.895 1.488 3.084 240.85 32.58 4.14 24.61 17.96 15.66 0.709 0.096 8.39 -22.74 106.9 0.049 0.13
NGC4365 E3 23.33 113.11 0.970 3.720 7.233 549.05 5.07 43.98 28.07 20.70 15.58 0.717 0.068 9.09 -22.75 107.5 0.036 0.09
NGC4261 E2 31.60 153.20 0.896 1.446 5.023 533.37 2.35 22.45 16.29 11.92 16.11 0.794 0.059 9.90 -22.60 93.45 0.024 0.08
NGC4382 E2 17.86 86.59 1.545 0.903 3.330 186.71 0.70 12.21 11.14 8.25 14.65 0.761 0.101 8.78 -22.48 83.74 0.090 0.11
NGC4636 E3 14.70 71.27 1.282 —– 6.064 632.50 —– 26.25 25.44 18.85 16.41 0.760 0.090 8.54 -22.30 70.82 0.029 0.04
NGC4552 E1 15.85 76.84 0.754 3.306 6.528 89.56 1.09 20.34 12.51 9.14 14.48 0.873 0.133 9.29 -21.71 41.22 0.049 0.09
NGC4621 E4 14.93 72.38 3.714 0.985 9.561 16.13 4.67 8.77 7.62 5.72 10.21 0.742 0.107 9.29 -21.58 36.75 0.027 0.05
†NGC4494 E1 15.85 76.84 1.701 2.057 4.171 10.95 0.19 5.54 5.15 3.81 12.61 0.838 0.067 9.90 -21.10 23.50 0.025 —–
NGC4459 E2 16.07 77.91 4.091 —– 3.835 257.37 —– 4.84 4.44 3.29 13.16 0.804 0.149 10.09 -20.94 20.36 0.050 0.05
NGC4473 E4 15.28 74.08 2.300 —– 5.649 532.50 —– 5.48 4.26 3.13 14.44 0.607 0.092 10.00 -20.92 20.03 0.031 0.05
NGC4478 E2 16.98 82.32 0.941 1.217 2.641 4.25 0.07 1.49 1.45 1.08 13.55 0.822 0.080 11.37 -19.78 6.99 0.035 0.10
NGC4434 E0 22.39 108.55 1.238 0.576 5.532 15.50 2.78 1.47 1.73 1.27 13.61 0.928 0.072 12.18 -19.57 5.74 0.032 0.07
NGC4387 E4 17.95 87.02 3.562 —– 2.621 82.31 —– 1.68 1.65 1.23 14.18 0.633 0.107 12.14 -19.13 3.83 0.037 —–
NGC4551 E3 16.14 78.25 1.634 1.214 2.446 23.12 0.15 1.67 1.59 1.18 14.47 0.734 0.125 11.95 -19.09 3.69 0.026 0.05
NGC4458 E1 16.37 79.36 1.502 3.078 3.149 23.05 0.12 2.07 1.74 1.28 12.93 0.879 0.077 12.12 -18.95 3.24 0.026 0.06
NGC4464 E3 15.85 76.84 1.994 1.222 3.094 13.66 0.08 0.78 0.69 0.51 12.74 0.749 0.071 12.59 -18.41 1.97 0.021 0.06
NGC4467 E3 16.53 80.14 2.673 —– 2.402 31.67 —– 0.54 0.51 0.38 14.38 0.813 0.074 14.18 -16.92 0.499 0.020 0.02
VCC1440 E0 16.00 77.57 1.378 —– 4.976 8.79 —– 0.91 0.90 0.67 14.36 0.965 0.088 14.14 -16.88 0.484 0.032 0.04
VCC1627 E0 15.63 75.78 2.002 —– 2.907 17.47 —– 0.38 0.37 0.27 14.63 0.928 0.127 14.53 -16.44 0.324 0.037 0.04
VCC1199 E1 16.53 80.14 1.896 —– 2.389 13.49 —– 0.23 0.21 0.16 14.22 0.869 0.071 15.55 -15.54 0.140 0.023 0.02

NOTES.— Galaxy properties from the multicomponent DW models best-fitting the SB profiles compiled from KFCB09, except that of NGC4494 (marked with a †) whose data
are from Napolitano et al. (2009); we have, however, transformed their intermediate-axis profile to major-axis so as to have uniformity with the KFCB09 sample. Columns:
(2) galaxy type as defined in KFCB09; (3) distance in Mpc from KFCB09, and references therein; (4) the physical size of 1 arcsec in pc at the distance given in column 3;
(5-10) Einasto shape parameter n and the intrinsic (3D) effective or half-light radius r3E of the central, intermediate (when applicable) and outer components, deduced from the
multicomponent DW fits to the SB profile. r3E of the components have been computed from the respective best-fitting r−2 using equation (7.1); (11 and 12) total effective or
half-light radii of the galaxy, intrinsic (r3E) and projected (R2E), deduced by numerically integrating the best-fitting multicomponent DW model to infinity; (13) V-band central

(R=0) SB in mag arcsec−2 (mag�
′′

) deduced from the best-fitting multicomponent DW model and corrected for Galactic extinction (column 15); (14) characteristic axial ratio of
the galaxy (see Section 8.4); (16 and 17) Galactic extinction corrected total V-band apparent (VT ) and absolute (MV T ) magnitude; (18) V-band extinction corrected luminosity
assuming MV⊙=4.83; (19-20) comparison of rms of residuals between the best-fitting multicomponent DW models (this work, DW12) and double-Sérsic models in Hopkins et
al. (2009a,b), for the same SB profile data set of KFCB09.
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8.2 Special cases

In this section, we detail peculiarities observed while modelling some of the galaxies and in

Section 8.3 we discuss three galaxies where interpretation of their components may require

detailed modelling using additional (for example, spectroscopic) information.

a) For some of the larger galaxies like NGC4486 (M87, Figure 8.2), even a three-

component model leaves systematic patterns ∼ 0.1 mag arcsec−2 in the fit residuals. Hence,

although the fits look very good and rms is better than what is typically achieved in the

literature for such a large dynamic radial range, we believe that this could be an indication

of an underlying fourth component. We do not explore four (and higher) component models

in DW12 and this dissertation.

b) NGC4459 (Figure 8.13) has well-known embedded dust features which are clearly evi-

dent in the SB profiles. The outer n of its two-component model is fairly robust with respect

to whether we include or exclude the radial range affected by the dust. This is, however,

not true of its inner n, which changes appreciably based on the inclusion or exclusion of the

dusty region. We adopt the fit that includes the dust region.

c) NGC4473 (Figure 8.14) is quite an interesting case. The SB profile is fitted extremely

well with an rms of 0.031 mag arcsec−2 using only a two-component DW function. The

outer component has an Einasto shape parameter n=5.65 and the central region shows a den-

sity profile flattening typical of shallow-cusp galaxies. It has MV T=-20.92, LV T=2×1010L⊙
and rather elliptical (E4/E5) isophotes, typical of the steep-cusp galaxies. The KFCB09

composite data extend to 300 arcsec (22 kpc), an extent that is larger than that of all

steep-cusp ellipticals (except the unusual NGC4621, Section 8.3), but smaller than that of

the smallest shallow-cusp elliptical NGC4552 (Figure 8.10). It has a Galactic extinction

corrected central SB of 14.44 mag arcsec−2 which is also found in both families of galaxies

(Table 8.1). However, its intrinsic 3D central density as well as the overall intrinsic density

profile appears to be similar to that of shallow-cusp galaxies.

d) NGC4387 (Figure 8.14) is well fitted with a two-component model but may well

have a third component. Since the two-component rms is already reasonably low at 0.0367
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mag arcsec−2, we do not explore a three-component model. However, the SB profile is very

similar to that of NGC4551 (Figure 8.17) which clearly shows a three-component structure.

The central component for NGC4387 is also spatially more extended than that of NGC4551

and has a larger n compared to its outer component – a feature that is different from most

galaxies in the sample. The n and r−2 of the outer component for NGC4387 and NGC4551

are also very similar. This suggests that the central component of NGC4387 could well be

a sum of two components, which a SB profile analysis with the present data is not able to

distinguish.

Note that the fading light of the giant elliptical NGC4406 (M86) beyond 575 arcsec

(Figure 8.4 and Section 8.3), affects the entire region of NGC4387. The centres of these two

galaxies are separated by 668 arcsec. Their SB profiles extend through 800 and 93 arcsec for

NGC4406 and NGC4387, respectively. The high SB central regions of NGC4387 are unlikely

to be affected by the low signal (> 25 mag arcsec−2) from NGC4406, but the outer regions

beyond ∼ 50 arcsec could be. However, the SB of NGC4387 show no detectable features in

its outer profile.

e) VCC1440 (Figure 8.20) is unusual in that despite being a fairly low luminosity steep-

cusp galaxy (MV T = −16.88, LV T=3.2× 108 L⊙) it has a fairly large n=4.98 for its outer

component, similar to the massive shallow-cusp galaxies.

8.3 Galaxies with uncertain components

The analysis of the SB profiles of NGC4406, NGC4382 and NGC4621 does not lead us to an

unambiguous conclusion of which component characterizes the main body of the galaxy. We

hence exclude these galaxies from studies involving specific aspects of individual components,

for example, trends involving shape parameters and luminosity of components. The figure

captions identify them as exceptions. The details are explained below:

(i) The SB profile of NGC4406 (Figure 8.4) is well fitted with a three-component model

with an rms of 0.049 mag arcsec−2. However, it is not clear what constitutes the main

body of the galaxy. The n=3.084 component contains 23 per cent of the total light, while
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the outer component contains 76 per cent, but has an unusually low n=1.488. Note that

while NGC4406 has overlapping profiles with NGC4387 and NGC4374, they overlap only

beyond 550 arcsec. The third component gains prominence around 100 arcsec and continues

through 800 arcsec. It is hence intrinsic to NGC4406 and not a feature due to incorrect

subtraction of the light of NGC4387 and NGC4374.

This galaxy is streaming into Virgo at 1400 km s−1 and it is possible that it has also gone

through a recent interaction or a merger. Chandra images and the presence of large plumes

of HI gas around this galaxy do indicate such a possibility. Therefore, it is not surprising

that the n of its outer component is different from the typical values of other galaxies. The

same is true of the intermediate component.

Our two-component fit over four decades in radius (with an upper limit of 153 arcsec,

as in KFCB09) is not a good fit, although its outer n is consistent with that of other large

shallow-cusp galaxies. However, as mentioned earlier, estimating fit parameters and struc-

tural properties from a limited radial range can be misleading. For example, the half-light

estimated with the two-component model is 31 kpc, much larger than the three-component

half-light of 18 kpc.

In Figure 8.4 and Figure 10.1,Figure 10.2 and Figure 10.3, we identify the component

with n=3.084 as the one characterizing the main body of the galaxy (which for most galaxies,

is the outer component) and the component with n=1.488 as a perturbing or transitional

component (which for most galaxies, is the intermediate component).

(ii) In the three-component model for NGC4382 (Figure 8.7), the outer component con-

tains 94 per cent of the total light. However, the rather abnormal bump in the profile

around 100 arcsec and the large residual patterns may indicate that the system has not

relaxed since a recent interaction or merger event (refer to KFCB09 for an image from

http://www.wikisky.org showing signatures of a recent interaction).

Hence, the outer n of its three-component model may not be representative of well-

relaxed systems, although its central and intermediate components are similar to those of

other shallow-cusp galaxies analysed in DW12 and presented herein. In fact, if the bump

around 100 arcsec is excluded (Figure 8.8), we find an outer n of a two-component model
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more consistent with those of other shallow-cusp galaxies. However, we do not want to draw

inferences on components obtained after excluding some radial ranges from the fit, especially

in the absence of a theoretical motivation for doing so. We hence adopt the three-component

model in Figure 8.7.

(iii) NGC4621 (Figure 8.12) is an interesting case. With MV T=−21.58, it is the most

luminous steep-cusp galaxy in our sample. In general, galaxies with MV T<−21.5 appear

to have shallow-cusps, and are spatially more extended, while those with MV T>−21.5 have

much smaller spatial extent and usually have steep cusps. However, NGC4621 has the

steepest central cusp and has the highest central SB of all galaxies in our sample and is

physically almost as large, and as luminous, as the smallest shallow-cusp galaxy NGC4552

(Figure 8.10).

The residuals of a two-component fit and an F-test justifies a three-component model,

which also gives a far more reasonable n=3.71 for its central component than the unusually

large n=8.79 of a two-component model. However, the outer n of its three-component

model is much larger than that of any galaxy in our sample, including the shallow-cusp

galaxies that generally have large outer n. This could be due to the embedded intermediate

component with n=0.985. NGC4621 is an E4 galaxy and its elliptical isophotes show sharp

pointed features. It could be that the ellipticity of the embedded intermediate component

is quite different from that of the outer component and accounting for this ellipticity may

be necessary to obtain a better estimate of n values. At the same time, this galaxy could

just be a special case, as mentioned above.

NGC4434 (Figure 8.16) may be a similar system. Its intermediate component, which

is nearly Gaussian, with n=0.576, is embedded within its outer component. The galaxy,

however, is fairly round (E0) with regular isophotes. We thus do not exclude this galaxy but

note that like NGC4621 and NGC4473 and VCC1440 (Section 8.2) its outer n is larger than

that of all other steep-cusp galaxies, and is are more consistent with that of the shallow-cusp

galaxies. However, like NGC4621, the embedded component may have altered the shape of

the outer component. Its outer n may therefore have large uncertainties.
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8.4 Estimating luminosity and half-light radii

In order to calculate the total luminosity, the cumulative luminosity within R and the half-

light radii, one has to, in principle, account for the varying ellipticity ǫ=1− q, where q=b/a

is the axial ratio. Numerically, this can be done by expressing the area element dA(R) in

terms of an axial ratio, q(R), as

dA(R) = 2πq(R)R + πR2 dq

dR
(8.1)

and the projected luminosity is then given by

Lp(Ra) =

∫ Ra

0
Σ(R)dA(R), (8.2)

where R and Ra are along the major-axis. However, this involves taking derivatives of

axial ratios which show large and sometimes abrupt variations. Further, in addition to

real variation in q there could also exist artificial variations due to the limitations of the

ellipse-fitting process.

To avoid the above difficulties, during the ellipse-fitting process one can add up the

projected light non-parametrically in elliptical isophotes, LNP
p (Ra), through the last data

point, Ra, and define a characteristic axis ratio, qc, such that

qc =
LNP
p (Ra)

2π
∫ Ra

0 ΣAN (R)RdR
, (8.3)

where ΣAN(R) is the spherically symmetric analytical function, here a multicomponent DW

function.

To estimate the total luminosity, we use this value to integrate through infinity, even

though this ellipticity seldom represents the axial ratio of the outermost isophotes. Doing

so can be justified for profiles with large dynamic radial range, as presented herein (from

DW12), since by definition (equation (8.3)) it is a weighted axial ratio and the extremely low

luminosity regions extending through infinity are unlikely to change this weight. Further,
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since we do not know the true axial ratio beyond the last data point we would not like to

assume that the axial ratio through infinity is equal to that of the last data point.

The total luminosity is then given by

LpT = 2πqc

∫ ∞

0
ΣAN (R)RdR (8.4)

and the projected half-light radius, R2E , can be estimated from

LpT = 4πqc

∫ R2E

0
ΣAN (R)RdR. (8.5)

Note that the characteristic axial ratio defined above, equation (8.3), is neither the mean

nor a luminosity weighted axial ratio in the usual sense. Nevertheless, it is a useful definition

that reduces the error in estimating the total light and half-light radii, and also ensures that

they are weakly dependent on the specific choice of parametrization of the SB profile and

assumptions of ellipticity – provided of course that the fit parameters have been deduced

after modelling the entire dynamic radial range and not from a limited range.

Analytical expressions for the integrals in equations (8.3) and (8.4) may not exist. How-

ever, for the projection of an Einasto profile, analytical forms are given in Paper III (Dhar

& Williams, in preparation), which accurately model a numerical integration with the DW

function as well.

In this work (and DW12), we use the apparent magnitudes estimated non-parametrically

by KCFB09 through the last data point to calculate the numerator in equation (8.3). As a

cross-check one can verify that the characteristic axial ratio estimated through equation (8.3)

is usually consistent with the E-type of the galaxies listed in Table 8.1 and the ellipticity

values in the literature. The V-band total (integrated through infinity) magnitudes are listed

as VT and the corresponding total absolute magnitudes are listed under MV T .
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Figure 8.1: Multicomponent DW models of the SB profiles of 23 galaxies in the Virgo Cluster
(upper panels). For each galaxy, the figure keys show the best-fitting Einasto index n and scale
radius rs=r−2 of the components. The rms of residual is shown in the adjoining residual profile
(lower panels). The fit range is listed in the figure panels and in a few cases when some points
are excluded from the fit, the excluded region is also marked on the SB profile. A two-component
model is always shown, while a three-component model is shown when it is found to be statistically
significant through an F-test (Section 7.2). The model accepted is marked ‘adopted’ in the caption.
The circles indicate data from KFCB09, the solid (red) line shows the total multicomponent DW
model, the dot-dashed (blue) line marks the central component, the short-dashed (black) line marks
the outer component or the component resembling the main body of the galaxy and the long-dashed
(magenta) line shows an intermediate or embedded component in some galaxies. Note that the
central and intermediate DW components are in excess to an inward extrapolation of the outer DW
component in those regions. Above NGC4472 (VCC1226) Upper left-hand panel: two-component
fit; Upper right-hand panel: three-component fit (adopted). The large residuals around 1.5 arcsec
in the two-component model indicates that a three-component model may be necessary, which not
only has a much lower rms of 0.0309 mag arcsec−2, but also has consistent low and non-divergent
residuals . 0.05 mag arcsec−2 over a large dynamic radial range ∼ 105. Also note the occurrence of
an Einasto index of n . 1 in the central component of the statistically significant (adopted) model,
as in all massive shallow-cusp galaxies. (A colour version of this figure is available in the online
edition.)
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Figure 8.2: NGC4486 (VCC1316 or M87) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand
panel: three-component fit (adopted). The three-component model shows an overall improvement and a
reasonable rms=0.0497 mag arcsec−2 with non-divergent residuals over an extremely large radial range ∼

10
5. However, the presence of (∼ 0.1 mag arcsec−2) systematic patterns between 3 and 150 arcsec, greater

than the ∼ 0.03 mag arcsec−2 measurement errors, suggests the possible presence of a fourth component.
This is not surprising, given the large spatial extent of this galaxy. We do not explore four-component
models in this dissertation. Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for further details.
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Figure 8.3: NGC4649 (VCC1978) Upper left-Hand Panel: two-component fit (adopted); upper right-hand
panel: three-component fit (significant at 1.2σ). The three-component model could be used to compare with
non-parametric deprojections (Section 12.2). Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.4: NGC4406 (VCC881) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit up to 153.3 arcsec, the upper
limit of fit with a Sérsic profile shown in KFCB09; upper right-hand panel: three-component fit (adopted)
over the entire radial range through 800 arcsec. However, which component forms the main body of the
galaxy is not clear and hence this galaxy is an exception (Section 8.3). Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1
and Section 8.3.
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Figure 8.5: NGC4365 (VCC731) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel:
three-component fit (adopted). Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.6: NGC4261 (VCC345) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel: three-
component fit (adopted). The improved fit with a three-component model, around the transition radius,
and the near vanishing of large-scale systematic patterns along with a significant reduction in rms is clearly
visible. Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.7: NGC4382 (VCC798) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel: three-
component fit (adopted). Although this galaxy shows a visibly shallow cusp, note the lower outer n and an
inner n = 1.55 similar to that of some of the less massive steep-cusp galaxies. The three-component fit is
very good, except in a region around 100 arcsec. Hence, the best-fitting parameters of its outer component
may not represent the true values. The outer regions of this galaxy also show indications that it may not
have relaxed from a recent interaction and we therefore mark this galaxy as an exception (see Section 8.3).
Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for further details.
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Figure 8.8: NGC4382 (VCC798) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel:
three-component fit. As noted in Figure 8.7, this galaxy is an exception. Here we show a fit by excluding a
region around the bump from 26 to 221 arcsec, as in KFCB09. Note the larger outer n and n ∼ 1 for the
inner component, similar to the pattern seen in other massive shallow-cusp galaxies. However, we adopt the
three-component fit in Figure 8.7 since excluding domains of fit with ad hoc fitting functions may not reveal
the true structure of these regions. Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for further details.
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Figure 8.9: NGC4636 (VCC1939) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit (adopted); upper right-hand
panel: three-component fit. The three-component model is shown as an illustration of a case where an F-test
does not reject it but we do, since the two-component model has a rms∼0.03mag arcsec−2 and the residuals
are non-divergent. Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.10: NGC4552 (VCC1632) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel:
three-component fit (adopted). At MV T=−21.71, the smallest shallow-cusp elliptical in Virgo is more
luminous than all other steep-cusp ellipticals. As in most shallow-cusp ellipticals, it also has n<1 for its
central component which is not seen in any of the steep-cusp ellipticals. HST observations (Renzini et al.
(1995), Cappellari et al. (1999)) reveal variable ultraviolet flare activity in the centre which is interpreted
to arise from a low-level active galactic nucleus. Contributions from such a point source to the central-most
data point are excluded from the fit. See the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.11: NGC4494. Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel: three-
component fit(adopted). This galaxy is in the Coma I cloud around Virgo and is comparable to the more
luminous steep-cusp (> 2 × 10

10LV⊙) Virgo ellipticals. The composite data from Napolitano et al. (2009)
are plotted in terms of the major-axis radius, as in other galaxies from the KFCB09 sample. This is the
only galaxy that is not in the KFCB09 sample. Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.12: NGC4621 (VCC1903) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel:
three-component fit (adopted). The most luminous (MV T=-21.58, LV T=3.68×10

10LV⊙) steep-cusp ellipti-
cal in Virgo. The three-component model improves the fit in the region from 9 to 130 arcsec and also gives a
more reasonable central n. However, it also has a much larger outer n. The SB has sharp pointed isophotes
and it is not clear how much the embedded component and its ellipticity influences our determination of
outer n. We hence mark this galaxy as an exception (see Section 8.3). Also see the caption of Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.13: NGC4459 (VCC1154) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit(adopted); upper right-hand
panel: two-component fit excluding the region affected by dust from 1.24 to 9.6 arcsec, as in KFCB09. It
is one of three galaxies in our sample that has an ncentral > nouter. Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for
details.
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Figure 8.14: Upper left-hand panel NGC4473 (VCC1231): Its two-component model has an rms of only
0.031 mag arcsec−2 over a dynamic radial range ∼10

4 and 12 mag arcsec−2 in SB. It is the least luminous
of ∼10

10LV⊙ ellipticals in Virgo with properties similar to both the steep- and shallow-cusp families (Sec-
tion 8.2). However, unlike the massive shallow-cusps that have central n.1, it has n=2.23 leading to a much
gradual central flattening than the sharper transition seen in the former (Section 10.4); Upper right-hand
panel: NGC4487 (VCC828). It is one of three steep-cusp ellipticals with ncentral>nouter and has a luminos-
ity of 3.83×10

9LV⊙. Its profile could be affected by the light of NGC4406 (Section 8.2). Note the similarity
of this profile with that of NGC4551 (Figure 8.17) where three-components could be justified.
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Figure 8.15: NGC4478 (VCC1279) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel:
three-component fit (adopted). As in NGC4494, three components are clearly visible. It is the most luminous
of ∼10

9LV⊙ ellipticals in Virgo. NGC4478 and 4434 are the only two steep-cusp ellipticals with a central n
∼ 1. See Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.16: NGC4434 (VCC1025) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel:
three-component fit (adopted). A three-component model is clearly needed. However, it has an unusually
large outer n typical of the more massive shallow-cusp galaxies. Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.17: NGC4551 (VCC1630) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel:
three-component fit (adopted). Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.18: NGC4458 (VCC1146) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel:
three-component fit (adopted). Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.19: NGC4464 (VCC1178) Upper left-hand panel: two-component fit; upper right-hand panel:
three-component fit (adopted). It is the least luminous of ∼ 10

9LV⊙ ellipticals in Virgo. Refer to the
caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.20: Upper left-hand panel NGC4467 (VCC1192); upper right-hand panel: VCC1440. Low
luminosity ellipticals in Virgo (∼ 10

8LV⊙) bordering the dwarf elliptical population. Both galaxies show a
steep cusp, but note the large outer n for VCC1440 typical of the more massive shallow-cusps. Refer to the
caption of Figure 8.1 for details.
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Figure 8.21: Upper left-hand panel: VCC1627; upper right-hand panel: VCC1199. The least luminous
ellipticals in Virgo (∼ 10

8LV⊙). Refer to the caption of Figure 8.1 for details.



Chapter 9

Comparison with other

parametrizations

The goal of this dissertation, following DW12, is to investigate how well can a multicom-

ponent DW function model the SB profile and consequently whether the intrinsic 3D den-

sity can be described with a multicomponent Einasto model. A detailed comparison with

other parametrizations for every galaxy is beyond the scope of this work. However, these

parametrizations often show residuals larger than measurement errors (Section 4.1 and Sec-

tion 4.2). Since the literature has a few examples of fits with other parametrizations, for the

galaxies we model here, we present a comparison in Section 9.1, Section 9.2 and Section 9.3.

9.1 Core-Sérsic, Sérsic+King and Nuker models

All galaxies in our sample have been fitted with a combination of PSF-convolved Sérsic, CS

and King models to the ACSVCS Sloan g- and z-band profiles in F+06. While the residuals

are difficult to ascertain from their figures, fit residuals of King+Sérsic, CS and Nuker models

in the central 0.02− 20 arcsec, or ∼ 3 radial decades, are presented in L+07 (refer to their

figs 9 and 10). These are the same PSF-deconvolved profiles that were used in KFCB09

and in DW12 where the data in the central regions are from PSF-deconvolved WFPC V-

band and 1.6-µm NICMOS images of Lauer et.al. (1992, 1995 & 2005). Note that L+07 fit

the same models used in F+06 (for a given galaxy) to PSF-deconvolved WFPC/NICMOS

images and then compare the F+06 models to fits with a Nuker model. L+07 also notes
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that differences in choice of PSF, camera and observing band are not significant to prevent

a comparison.

The Nuker fits usually exclude fitting ‘nuclei’. These regions are fitted by F+06 with a

King and a Sérsic (six parameters) or CS profile (nine parameters); the CS+King galaxies

of F+06 are not shown in L+07. Further, the fits in L+07 are compared within the central

10–20 arcsec domain of validity of the Nuker profile. All other parametrizations have been

fitted over larger radial ranges. Fits presented herein (and in DW12) are performed on the

KFCB09 data, and therefore use the largest range. The 19 galaxies that overlap with our

sample are discussed below:

(i) Steep-cusp with a King model for ‘nuclei’. For most steep-cusp galaxies, F+06 re-

quired a King profile for the central region and identified them as ‘nuclei’. Note that King

models have a truncation radius and a flat core in 3D, and hence in 2D as well. The Nuker

fits exclude these regions. For galaxies that we have in common with F+06 and L+07 –

NGC4387, 4467, 4551, 4458, VCC1199, VCC1440 and VCC1627 – we show that they can

be well fitted with DW functions, often with just two components over the entire dynamic

radial range, and with much better residuals than with either the King+Sérsic or the Nuker

profiles.

(ii) Steep-cusp with a single Sérsic model. For some galaxies, F+06 showed that the

entire profile can be described with a single component Sérsic model. The comparison plots

in L+07 show that a single Sérsic profile cannot fit the central-most regions of NGC4478,

4473, 4621, 4434 and 4464 where the Nuker profile performs better. We show that it is

possible to easily quantify these regions using the DW function with better residuals than

with the Nuker profile.

(iii) Shallow-cusp. NGC4365, 4382, 4406, 4552, 4649, 4472 and 4486 have been fitted

with the CS and Nuker profiles. Although the residuals are smaller than those in the case

of the steep-cusp galaxies, we show that fits with a multicomponent DW function produce

even smaller residuals. It should also be noted that the Nuker fits apply to a limited range,

and as shown by Graham et al. (2003) the parameters depend strongly on the selected radial

domain of fit.
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9.2 Single-Sérsic models

KFCB09, whose composite SB profiles we use in DW12 and in this dissertation, present fits

to the SB profile with a single-Sérsic three-parameter function for each galaxy. Since such

a one-component Sérsic profile cannot adequately fit the full radial range of 4–5 decades of

KFCB09 profiles, the authors estimate the largest radial range over which a single-Sérsic

profile produces robust fits and residuals comparable to measurement errors. This range is

typically 1–2.5 radial decades, and excludes regions interior to the transition radius, where

the slope changes rather abruptly.

KFCB09 also had to invoke certain constraints to estimate the total luminosity and

half-light radii, for example, a limiting magnitude up to which to integrate the light. This

was usually done for galaxies where the Sérsic profile failed to model the SB profile over a

large radial range. While as noted in KFCB09 the existence of a physically justified limiting

magnitude is possible – for example, a tidal truncation radius or incorrectly subtracted light

of a neighbour – such limits should not exist due to the failure of an ad hoc fitting function

to model the entire SB profile. Further, since the fits were obtained from a limited range,

they give a biased estimate of the Sérsic index (for example, in the case of NGC4406 and

other massive galaxies in table 1 of KFCB09).

We agree with KFCB09 that fits must be consistent with the measurement errors, and

show that this can be achieved using a multicomponent DW function, which also avoids

systematic deviations between the data and the fits. Our estimates of structural properties

are therefore likely to be more meaningful, and can be used to obtain direct estimates of the

intrinsic 3D structural properties of galaxies.

9.3 Double-Sérsic models

Hopkins et al. (2009a,b) fit a two-component Sérsic profile to all galaxies in the KFCB09

sample that we use here. While they do not show the residual profiles, we note that the

rms of their fits with a two-component Sérsic profile is usually 40 per cent larger than the

rms of our two-component DW models, and nearly 200− 300 per cent larger than the rms
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of our three-component DW models. In Table 8.1, we list the rms of fits of our best-fitting

DW models and that of the double-Sérsic models in Hopkins et al., for comparison.

From their double Sérsic models, Hopkins et.al. conclude that steep-cusp and shallow-

cusp galaxies are two disjoint populations, and that the outer Sérsic index m does not depend

on the mass or luminosity of these galaxies.

Our fits lead us to a different conclusion. We observe that the outer Einasto index n

does increase with luminosity (and consequently size, r3E – the 3D half-light radius) in a

seemingly continuous manner. A similar trend was also noted by Graham et al. (1996) and

F+06 based on their fits with Sérsic profiles.

9.4 The form of the 2D structure

An examination of the SB profiles shows that the central regions have distinct variations in

slope. This is more true for the steep-cusp galaxies than shallow-cusp ones. This deviation

from pure power laws is reflected in the large fit residuals in the central regions as discussed

in Section 9.1.

Figure 8.1–Figure 8.21, when compared to the fits in the literature described above,

demonstrate that the two- or three-component DW function provides a better fit, over a

larger radial range, than other existing functional forms. Our overall rms are comparable to

or lower than that of other models, and our residuals are consistently low over the 4–5 radial

decades of the available composite observations (KFCB09). Furthermore, the DW function

is a very accurate 2D projection of the 3D Einasto profile, and is expressed in terms of the

3D Einasto profile parameters. This means that if the 2D fits are good, the intrinsic 3D

luminosity structure is that of superimposed Einasto profiles, and can be inferred directly,

with no further modelling.

We hence propose that the light of ellipticals that was believed to be well fitted with

a Sérsic profile in 2D is instead better described by a multicomponent form of a similar

function (the Einasto profile) in 3D, whose 2D projection is given by a multicomponent DW

function.



Chapter 10

Component properties: Luminosity,

half-light radius and Einasto index n

10.1 A general discussion of components

In this section, we investigate the structural properties of the components deduced from

the multicomponent DW fits. We shall be referring to the statistically significant best-

fitting models only, listed in Table 8.1, and not all two-component and three-component

fits shown in Figure 8.1–Figure 8.21. Nine galaxies are described with two DW components

(two shallow-cusps and seven steep-cusps), and 14 galaxies are described with three DW

components (seven each of shallow- and steep-cusp galaxies).

In our modelling of a galaxy as a linear superposition of components, the central and

intermediate DW components described in Section 10.2–Section 10.4 are in excess to an

inner extrapolation of the outer DW component, and do not contain all of the light in

the central and intermediate regions. This is consistent with similar decompositions in the

literature. Superposition of components, comprising of a Sérsic profile for the central bulge

superimposed on an underlying exponential model (a Sérsic profile with m = 1), is often

applied to the case of lenticulars and spirals. C+07 have shown that a similar decomposition

using a double-Sérsic profile as a fitting function can also be applied to ellipticals with MB &

−19.5. The resulting central Sérsic component is then used to evaluate physical properties

of the central region.

For the case of shallow-cusp (‘core’) galaxies, as in the spectroscopic and kinematic
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modelling of M87 in Tenjes, Einasto & Haud (1991) and the fitting function (double-

Sérsic profile) based modelling of ‘core’ galaxies in Hopkins et al. (2009b), we also find

that these galaxies can be modelled as a linear superposition of components. While such

fit components need not correspond to real physical systems, we show in Section 10.5 three

cases of shallow-cusp (‘core’) galaxies whose central DW components coincide very well with

spectroscopically identified systems.

In order to estimate luminosities of components, a knowledge of a characteristic axial

ratio (equation (8.3)) over the extent of each component is required. Since the components

are superimposed, it is very difficult to isolate their characteristic axial ratios using SB

analysis, except maybe the outermost dominant one. However, elliptical galaxies have axial

ratios of 0.3 (E7) ≤ q ≤ 1.0 (E0) and for any arbitrary choice of q the uncertainty in

estimating the luminosity can at most be off by a factor of 2 − 3. In our sample, except

3 galaxies which are E4, the rest are between E1 and E3. Our worst errors in estimating

component luminosities are therefore less than a factor of 2. Additional spectroscopic or

kinematic modelling may be used to constrain the ellipticities of individual components.

With this understanding, for the purpose of computing the luminosity and half-light

radius of components, we assume that the axial ratio of all components is the same as the

characteristic axial ratio qc for the entire galaxy (equation (8.3)). Note that uncertainties

in interpreting component luminosities do not affect our estimate of the total luminosity of

the galaxy.
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10.2 Central component

From the nine galaxies with two components and 14 galaxies with three components, we

observe the following:

(1) In all galaxies, the central component has a lower n than that of the outer component.

Since Einasto functions of the form e−x2

(n = 0.5) → 0 faster than e−x (n = 1), a lower n

implies a larger concentration. Hence, the central component is more concentrated than the

outer component.

(2) The central component of the shallow-cusp galaxies is one or two orders of magnitude

more luminous than that of the steep-cusp galaxies (Figure 10.1). Recall that the uncertainty

in q is at worst a factor of 2, while the luminosities differ by a factor of 10−100. The shallow-

cusp galaxies thus host an unambiguously larger luminosity in their central component. Note

that more luminous galaxies, MV T . −21.5 mag, typically have a shallow cusp, while fainter

galaxies have steep central cusps.

(3) The 3D half-light radius r3E of the central component of shallow-cusp galaxies is

typically an order of magnitude larger than that of steep-cusp galaxies (Figure 10.2). The

same is also true for the scale radius r−2 (listed in the keys of Figure 8.1–Figure 8.21), which

characterizes a radius inside which the logarithmic slope of the 3D profile falls below −2,

and that of the SB profile falls below −1.

(4) The shape parameter n of the inner component of shallow-cusp galaxies is always

significantly smaller than that of their outer component, with the difference reduced for

the steep-cusp galaxies (Figure 10.3). Exceptions, with ncentral ≈ nouter, are NGC4467 and

4459 whose central region is affected by a huge dust disc, and NGC4387 that has ncentral >

nouter, whose light could be affected by NGC4406 or, as discussed in Section 8.2, could be

a three-component system being modelled with two-components.

(5) All of the nine massive shallow-cusp galaxies (MV T≤−21.71) have n . 1 for their

central component (NGC4382 has n = 1.55), while for the 14 steep-cusp galaxies, usually,

n > 2.0 and with a larger dispersion – except NGC4478 and NGC4434 where n ∼ 1 and

NGC4551, 4458 and VCC1440 with n ∼ 1.5. Lower n implies a larger concentration. Hence,
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Figure 10.1: Luminosity of components resulting from our multicomponent DW models as a function of
total luminosity of the galaxy (MV T ). Galaxies whose component parameters are uncertain (see Section 8.3)
are marked as exceptions in the figure key. The central component of massive (generally shallow-cusp)
ellipticals are ∼ 10

2 more luminous than that of the less massive (generally steep-cusp) ellipticals. This
effect is more apparent for the total luminosity in the central and intermediate components. Note that
luminosities of the central and intermediate DW components are excess luminosities in those regions with
respect to contributions from the outer DW component. (A colour version of this figure is available in the
online edition.)

the central components of shallow-cusp galaxies appear to be more concentrated than those

of the steep-cusp galaxies.

The above observations indicate a new trend with regards to the central components of

galaxies: even though steep-cusp galaxies have a higher central density, the central compo-

nent of the shallow-cusp galaxies is far more luminous and massive, spatially more extended,

and more concentrated than that of the steep-cusp galaxies.

(6) The large incidence of n ∼ 1 (61 per cent) for the central component and especially in

all the massive shallow-cusp galaxies is interesting. Discs are usually fit with an exponential,

or m=1 Sérsic profile. The central regions of these galaxies thus possibly support disc-like

systems. While this conclusion is very tentative, because it is based solely on a SB profile

analysis, in Section 10.5 we describe two cases, M87 and NGC4261, whose central regions

have spectroscopically identified discs, and our three-component – but not two-component

– fits show that they have n∼1. We reiterate that while disks usually have m=1, not all
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Figure 10.2: The intrinsic (3D) half-light radii rE of all components appear to be generally increasing
with galaxy luminosity. The r3E of the massive shallow-cusps are generally a factor of 10 larger than that of
the steep-cusp galaxies. This trend is stronger for the outer component. Note that, as shown in Table 8.1,
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total light from all components. Also refer to the caption of Figure 10.1. (A colour version of this figure is
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Figure 10.3: Einasto index n of components. All massive shallow-cusp galaxies have n . 1 for their central
components, while the steep-cusps typically have n & 2. The n of the outer component shows a distinct
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the steep-cusp family. Refer to the caption of Figure 10.1 for exceptions. (A colour version of this figure is
available in the online edition.)
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m=1 systems should be called discs (and vice-versa) without spectroscopic verification.

To compare with simulations we reviewed Hopkins et al. (2008, 2009a,b). While their

simulations do not probe the very central regions, . 50 pc, they found a similar trend

as mentioned above: all steep-cusp and shallow-cusp galaxies show a light excess in their

central regions with respect to the inner extrapolation of an outer Sérsic profile. They also

note that, on an average, they could recover the total light in the true central component

of steep-cusp galaxies by fixing, without fitting, the Sérsic index of the inner component to

m=1. However, whenever they fit for the Sérsic index m in the steep-cusp galaxies observed

with HST, they typically obtain a wide range of 0.6.m.5.75 for the central component and

rarely m∼1 (refer to the online version of table 3 in Hopkins et al. (2009a)).

This is consistent with the large dispersion in the inner n we get for our two-component

DW models in cases where three-component DW models produce significantly better fits.

Using three components in these cases, not only is the variance in the inner n reduced, we

also see a tendency of n∼1 similar to what Hopkins et.al. find for the fits to their simulations

with a Sérsic profile.

We caution that only within a limited range of projected radii, systems with Einasto

profiles of index n∼1 can be modelled with Sérsic profiles of index m∼1 (from equations

3.2 and 3.3 in DW10). Over large radial ranges, the Sérsic profile fails to model a projected

Einasto profile. The above comparison should thus be taken as qualitative. Nevertheless,

this indicates that it may not always be meaningful to fit all galaxies with a pre-decided

number of components which can further lead to misleading interpretations of other struc-

tural parameters. It is more meaningful either to infer the existence of these components

from the residual patterns in the SB data (as in this work), or to deduce their existence

from other (possibly spectroscopic) observations.

10.3 Intermediate component

Our multicomponent models indicate that 14 of the 23 galaxies have an intermediate DW

component. These include both steep- and shallow-cusp galaxies. Only in two out of the 14
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galaxies (NGC4621 and 4434) it identifies with features within the outer DW component,

but in the rest it is located between the inner and outer components, and thus forms a

transition region. From Figure 10.1 we also observe that within a factor of 2, all galaxies

contain a similar fraction of the total light in their central+intermediate DW components.

There appears to be an indication that the massive shallow-cusp galaxies may contain a

larger fraction, although this is not very clear from our small sample.

Without additional kinematic or spectroscopic data it is not possible to ascertain the

physical origin of the stars making up the intermediate component, but based on the results

of existing galaxy formation models, we speculate that at least three scenarios are possible:

(i) the stars may have formed as a result of local star formation (as in Mihos & Hernquist

(1994); Hopkins et al. (2008) for the central regions); or (ii) may have been scattered into

this radial region during mergers by a central SMBH (Begelman, Blandford, Rees (1980);

Boylan-Kolchin, Ma & Quataert (2004)); or (iii) in the case of shallow-cusp galaxies only,

stars could have been scattered to these radii by the central SMBH, or coalescing binary

SMBHs which are believed to scour out few times 100pc regions in galaxy centres (Gualandris

& Merritt, 2008)(hereafter GM08).

The physical interpretation of the central and outer regions of a galaxy depends on

how the overall SB profile is modelled. In our models for shallow-cusp (‘core’) galaxies, we

observe an excess luminosity due to the central DW component with respect to an outer

DW component. In Section 10.5, we show that for three ‘core’ galaxies, the central DW

component does correspond to spectroscopically identified real systems. Hence, the central

DW component is not necessarily a mere mathematical construct. Alternatively, as has been

suggested in the literature, the mechanisms mentioned in the previous paragraph could have

caused a deficit of mass in the central regions, with respect to an inward extrapolation of

an outer Sérsic profile which is fitted to the SB profile at radii beyond the transition, or

break radius. In other words, the existence of a shallow cusp may imply – (i) a deficit of

mass in the central regions; or (ii) an excess of mass with small n, which is superimposed on

to the outer DW component, as in this work. The dynamical interpretation of the central

region will probably be different depending on whether (i) or (ii) is mostly correct, but either
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case is consistent with SMBH scouring out mass. However, SB profile analysis alone cannot

resolve this issue; more data and dynamical modelling are required. Further discussion on

mass deficits is provided in Chapter 13.

10.4 Outer component

The multicomponent DW models reveal a huge dominant outer component that usually con-

tains a much larger fraction of the total light than any of the other components. Figure 10.3

indicates that the outer n increases with luminosity. From the SB profiles (Figure 8.1 – Fig-

ure 8.21) we note that for galaxies with outer n&5, the outer component makes a significant

contribution to the density in the central region. This is usually the case for the massive

shallow-cusp galaxies, but is also seen in smaller, less luminous galaxies, like NGC4473 and

4434, where the SB appears to indicate a shallow inner slope. On the other hand, the outer

components of the steep-cusp galaxies do not contribute fractionally as much light to the

central regions.

From the above discussion of components in Section 10.2 – Section 10.4 we observe that

all shallow-cusp galaxies have a sharp transition to a shallow inner slope. These SB profiles

are well modelled by a combination of – (i) a central n∼1 DW component whose intrinsic

half-light radius r3E (Table 12.1) is greater than about ten times that of steep-cusp galaxies;

and (ii) a non-negligible contribution to the density in the central region from an n&5 outer

DW component. The central slope flattening is especially pronounced because an Einasto

profile with n∼1 is quite concentrated, compared to that of profiles with larger values of n,

and when projected it produces a step function like sharper transition in a log-log plot of

density versus radius.

10.5 Components and Physical Systems: Three examples

The components obtained through fitting ad hoc functions may not correspond to physically

distinct kinematic systems or stellar populations, unless the form of our fitting function

happens to be correct. While a detailed analysis of components and systems for every
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galaxy is beyond the scope of this work, we present three interesting connections between the

components we deduce from fitting the V-band SB profiles, and spectroscopically identified

systems (DW12).

Jaffe et al. (1993) and Ford et al. (1994) reported the earliest detections of nuclear discs

around SMBHs in the centres of galaxies. We discuss structural similarities between such

spectroscopic detections of systems and the components deduced from our multicomponent

DW models for three galaxies in our sample.

(1) Images of M87 (NGC4486) show a prominent nuclear disc. The central DW com-

ponent of our three-component model (Figure 8.2) from the broad-band I-band (WFPC

F785LP) images, suitably scaled to V-magnitudes in KFCB09, has a best-fitting Einasto

shape parameter n=1.09 which is consistent with it being a disc. Further, at the scalelength

of r2=0.266 arcsec the intensity of the central DW component drops to 10 per cent; a size

consistent with the spectroscopic observations of Harms et al. (1994). Tsvetanov et al. (1999)

study the morphology of the disc in detail with the narrow band F658N filter and observe

that a significant light excess is detected inside 0.5 arcsec. We note that at 0.5 arcsec the

intensity of the central DW component falls to 1 per cent of maximum.

(2) NGC4261 also has large spectroscopically confirmed central systems (Jaffe et al.

(1993); Ferrarese, Ford & Jaffe (1996), hereafter FFJ96). FFJ96 fit a double exponential

model with scale lengths of 1.83 and 8.73 arcsec. Our best-fitting three-component model

(Figure 8.6) shows that the central and intermediate components have nearly exponential

profiles. The central component has a shape parameter n=0.9 and r−2=2.71 arcsec, while

the intermediate component has n=1.488 and r−2=9.548 arcsec.

(3) Another well studied galaxy is NGC4473 (see Pinkney et al. (2003), and references

therein). SAURON integral-field spectroscopic observations of this galaxy (Emsellem et al.,

2004) show an inner spheroidal system extending through 20 arcsec. Our two-component

DW model (Figure 8.14) has a central component with n=2.3 and r−2=3.16 arcsec which at

20 arcsec contributes ∼ 10 per cent (2.5 magnitudes fainter) to the total SB at that radius.

This is a fairly remarkable identification of physically distinct systems from a purely

SB profile analysis that had no information or priors about the spectroscopic properties
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of these regions. While identification of physical systems must not be made solely from

identification of fit components through a purely SB profile analysis, the above examples

indicate that a good fit consistent with measurement errors is unlikely to detect spurious

artificial components. Further, all three galaxies exhibit a shallow central cusp. Our models

thus allows one to account for structure within the shallow cusp (‘core’). This is not possible

with either the CS or Nuker profiles which cannot model deviations of the SB profiles from

pure power-laws within the central region.



Chapter 11

Uniqueness of deprojection

Given that a multicomponent DW function fits the SB profiles extremely well, our next major

goal is to explore the conditions under which the 3D intrinsic luminosity density profiles

can be described with a multicomponent Einasto model. An attractive feature of such an

interpretation is that the Einasto profile can be a likely descriptor of both the baryonic, and

ΛCDM N-body dark matter haloes, revealing an universality in their functional form.

Deprojections, however, are generally not unique. In this section, we review some of the

limitations in obtaining unique deprojections of surface density profiles that have been taken

into consideration while providing the intrinsic 3D luminosity density profiles in Chapter 12.

11.1 Konus and semi-konus densities

Rybicki (1987) showed that based on the angle of inclination with the line of sight i of

an axisymmetric system, there exists a cone of ignorance (θ=90◦−i), such that a family

of densities – called konus densities (Gerhard & Binney, 1996) – that are non-zero only

within θ can project to yield zero SB unless the system is seen edge-on (i=90◦). The

range of possible deprojections increases with decreasing i. For triaxial systems, this non-

uniqueness increases dramatically (Gerhard & Binney, 1996). Kochanek & Rybicki (1996)

further extend the range of possible functions through semi-konus densities and their linear

combinations.

86
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11.2 Magnitude of effect of semi-konus densities

van den Bosch (1997) (hereafter vdB97) highlight physical admissibility conditions that limit

the range of possible semi-konus densities. Through a generalized set of semi-konus densities,

he investigated how they may (or may not) have an effect on the dynamical and photometric

properties of galaxies. We summarize here some of the key results from his work:

(1) For an intrinsic axial ratio q & 0.8, the effects of semi-konus densities are negligible

for almost all inclination angles. This is similar to saying that spherically symmetric systems

have unique deprojections.

(2) For oblate spheroids with a constant core, the presence of konus densities manifests

as detectable wiggles along the minor axis, but not along the major axis, an effect seldom

seen in real galaxies. Although real galaxies seldom have perfect constant density cores, this

can be an important distinguishing feature for shallow-cusp galaxies.

(3) Using a more representative double-power-law (Qian et al., 1995) parametrization

of the intrinsic 3D density of the central regions of real galaxies, vdB97 showed that even

for an intrinsic axial ratio of q = 0.5, the maximum amount of semi-konus density that can

be added is negligible for inclination angles i & 70◦. This is seen for a wide range of cusp

steepness, −2 ≤ α ≤ 0, inside the core radius, or break radius of the double power law,

say, Rb . For smaller inclination angles, i . 70◦, the maximum semi-konus density that can

be added increases as the ratio of the scalelength of the konus density (say, rk) to the core

radius of the galaxy decreases (refer to his fig. 8).

A consequence of this effect of decreasing rk/Rb is that the semi-konus density does

not add significantly to the mass, or light. Furthermore, as r → 0 the mass of the central

supermassive black hole will completely overwhelm any contribution of the konus density.

It should also be noted that the amplitude shown in his fig. 8 is the ratio of maximum

konus-density at r = 0 to the power-law galaxy density at r = Rb. Since galaxy densities

continue to rise for r < Rb, this means the relative strength of konus to galaxy density is

even smaller at comparable r.

(4) The generalized konus densities are not power laws. However, to characterize their
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effect in terms of the slopes of the konus densities (not to be confused with the slope of

the galaxy SB profile), vdB97 approximates them as power laws. He showed that if one

can approximate ρkonus(r) ∝ r−α, then α must be ≤ 1. i.e., the konus densities themselves

cannot be too cuspy.

11.3 The effect of triaxiality

The discussion in the previous section applies to axisymmetric systems. For triaxial systems,

the range of possible deprojections increases. However, this increase in non-uniqueness will

also depend on the degree of triaxiality.

Triaxiality as well as axisymmetry can leave an imprint on the kinematic structure

of galaxies. Emsellem et al. (2004) provide detailed kinematic maps of 48 E/S0 galaxies

from the SAURON survey (de Zeeuw et al., 2002); eight of these galaxies are part of our

sample. Using an estimate of their specific angular momentum λR, within one effective

radius RE, Emsellem et al. (2007) characterized galaxies as fast (λR>0.1) or slow (λR<0.1)

rotators. Cappellari et al. (2007) observe that the fast rotators are typically found to be

oblate axisymmetric systems and have steep cusps, while the slow rotators generally have

shallow cusps and are triaxial.

Further, Gerhard & Binney (1995), Merritt & Fridman (1996), Valluri & Merritt (1998)

have shown that triaxial models with steep cusps or with a moderately sized SMBH (MBH ∼
0.005 Mgal) are not able to sustain a triaxial shape. This indicates that the steep-cusp

galaxies which are typically fast rotators can be very well approximated as axisymmetric

systems.

For galaxies with shallow cusps which typically rotate slowly, theoretically, triaxiality

cannot be excluded. However, Cappellari et al. (2006) observe that significant triaxiality

will lead to an increase in the otherwise relatively small scatter in the M/L-σ relation (where

M/L denotes mass-to-light ratio) of the SAURON sample deduced using axisymmetric mod-

els. It thus appears that the shallow-cusps may not be strongly triaxial. In our sample, the

shallow-cusp galaxies also appear nearly spherically symmetric in projection and hence we
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model them as oblate axisymmetric systems as well.

11.4 Non-parametric vs. Parametric deprojection

In addition to the above issues pertaining to konus densities, Merritt & Tremblay (1994)

and Gebhardt et al. (1996) highlight the importance of non-parametric deprojections. This

should be the approach of choice to reveal the range of possibilities in 3D since small devi-

ations from fits to the SB with ad hoc fitting functions can translate into larger deviations

in the 3D distribution.

However, with very high precision data as used in this work (and DW12), large deviations,

or features in 3D, will manifest themselves as detectable, but possibly small features in the 2D

SB profiles. Upon projection, smaller features in 3D may remain hidden within measurement

errors. Hence, if the goal is to extract smaller, local features in the 3D distribution, then a

non-parametric inversion must be performed.

Our goal in this work is, however, to investigate whether the gross properties of the 2D

and 3D distribution of light can be described with a multicomponent Einasto model. Further,

in Section 12.2, we show that for two galaxies in our sample that have non-parametric

deprojections in the literature, our parametric estimates are in good agreement with the

non-parametric estimates. We hence do not take a non-parametric option and note that our

inferred intrinsic profile is likely to fall within the confidence intervals of a non-parametric

deprojection.



Chapter 12

Intrinsic 3D luminosity density

profiles

12.1 Luminosity profiles of axisymmetric Virgo Galaxies

In this section, we discuss the luminosity density profiles of 14 galaxies in our sample where

non-uniqueness of deprojection can be reasonably minimized. Based on the discussion in

Section 11.3, we model all galaxies under the assumption of oblate axisymmetry.

For oblate axisymmetric systems with intrinsic axis-ratio q and with a minor axis inclined

at an angle i with the line of sight (i = 90◦ is edge-on), it can be shown that the SB is given

by

Σ(R) =
2 q

√

cos2(i) + q2 sin2(i)

∫ ∞

0
ρ(r)dζ, (12.1)

where, R is a coordinate along the projected major axis, which for oblate axisymmetric

systems is the same as the true major-axis; ζ = z/q is the reduced coordinate along the line

of sight and r =
√

R2 + ζ2.

It can be further shown that the observed axial ratio, q′, is given by

q′ =
√

cos2(i) + q2 sin2(i). (12.2)

When the SB is described in terms of the semi-major-axis using a spherically symmetric

90
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function, generally from equation (12.1), it can be seen that the inferred intrinsic central

density ρ0 ∝ Σ0(q
′/q). An estimate of the light enclosed within an intrinsic radius r, mea-

sured along the semi-major-axis, when expressed in terms of Σ0, does not require knowledge

of the true axial ratio q and inclination angle i, and is given by L(r) ∝ Σ0q
′.

Hence, for the Einasto profile, equation (1.2), using equations (5.10) and (5.11) leads to

ρ0 =
Σ0 b

n

2 rs Γ(n+ 1)

(

q′

q

)

, (12.3)

and

L(r) = 2π

(

r2s
b2n

) γ
(

3n, b[ rrs ]
1

n

)

Γ(n)
Σ0 q

′. (12.4)

The ρ(r) and L(r) profiles (Figure 12.1 – Figure 12.14) have been obtained using equation

(12.3) in equations (1.2) and (12.4).

Table 12.1 lists the inclination angles (and the corresponding references) used to obtain

the intrinsic luminosity density profiles and the cumulative light enclosed as a function of

intrinsic 3D radius r in Figure 12.1–Figure 12.14. For galaxies with observed axial ratio & 0.8

for which we could not find inclination angles in the literature, we infer their 3D intrinsic

luminosity density by assuming an arbitrary inclination angle i = 85◦, to distinguish them

from galaxies with i = 90◦ estimated from modelling. Given that the residuals of our fits to

the 2D SB profiles (median rms = 0.032 mag arcsec−2), are similar to the rms of random

errors of the data ∼ 0.03 mag arcsec−2, we can be fairly confident that our parametric

description of the 3D distribution as a multicomponent Einasto profile will fall within the

wider confidence limits of non-parametric inversion. This is especially true at large R and

for galaxies with uniformly low residuals over the entire dynamic radial range. This is,

however, not true for cases like NGC4382 where our three-component model has systematic

residuals significantly larger than measurement errors. We also do not provide luminosity

density profiles for NGC4406 which has a strong central dip in its SB profile, as well as for

galaxies with large inclination angles, for example, NGC4261.
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Table 12.1: Luminosity density sample

Name q′DW q′ref i Reference

(deg)

NGC4472 0.806 0.83 90 van der Marel, Binney & Davies (1990)
NGC4486 0.722 0.96 90 Cappellari et al. (2007)
NGC4649 0.828 0.90 90 Shen & Gebhardt (2010)
NGC4365 0.717 0.75 68 van den Bosch et al. (2008)
NGC4636 0.760 —– 85 Arbitrary assumed i
NGC4552 0.873 0.96 90 Cappellari et al. (2007)
NGC4621 0.742 0.66 90 Cappellari et al. (2007)
NGC4478 0.822 —– 85 Arbitrary assumed i
NGC4434 0.928 —– 85 Arbitrary assumed i
NGC4473 0.607 0.61 73 Cappellari et al. (2007)
NGC4458 0.879 0.88 90 Cappellari et al. (2007)
NGC4467 0.813 —– 85 Arbitrary assumed i
VCC1627 0.928 —– 85 Arbitrary assumed i
VCC1199 0.869 —– 85 Arbitrary assumed i

NOTES.— Sample of 14 galaxies whose intrinsic (3D) luminosity profiles are
shown in Figure 12.1–Figure 12.14. Refer to Chapter 11 and Chapter 12. In
the columns above: q′DW is the characteristic axial ratio deduced using equation
(8.3); q′ref and i are the axial ratio and inclination angle of the minor-axis with
respect to the line of sight, respectively, from the reference listed in the last
column. For some galaxies that are fairly round but for which we could not find
an inclination angle in the literature, we have assumed an arbitrary inclination
angle of i = 85◦.
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12.2 Comparison with non-parametric deprojections

Some of the galaxies for which we present the intrinsic luminosity density were also de-

projected by other authors. The two-component model for NGC4649, Figure 12.3, can be

compared to the non-parametric inversion of the same data set (from KFCB09) presented

in Shen & Gebhardt (2010) (hereafter SG10). Note that in this work we use, as in DW12,

values for observed axial ratio q and inclination angle i quoted by SG10. The overall profiles

are consistent once a correction is made for the distance to the galaxy; SG10 adopt 15.7

Mpc, while we use 17.3 Mpc. The central luminosity density is steeper in SG10. However,

one must note that the central-most points in the SB have larger errors, arising primarily

from PSF deconvolution.

Also as mentioned in Chapter 8, including a third component improves the fit to the

SB in the central regions (Figure 8.3), making it consistent with the ∼ 0.1 mag arcsec−2

errors in the central-most data points. We do not use the three-component model because

the F-test rejects it at 1.2σ. One can thus use the three-component model purely as a fitting

function (without making strong inferences on the resulting components) and in doing so

we find very good agreement with the non-parametric deprojection in SG10. This indicates

that a subdued third component could well exist, as shown in Figure 8.3.

A similar comparison of our three-component parametric model (Figure 8.2) with a non-

parametric deprojection of NGC4486 (M87) in Gebhardt & Thomas (2009) also shows that

they are consistent.

12.3 The form of the 3D intrinsic structure

Most of the galaxies for which we present luminosity density profiles are fairly round: 10

are E0-E2 and four are E3/E4. 12 galaxies have large, ∼90◦, inclination angles, and two are

at i∼70◦. None has any wiggles or dips in the central regions of their SB profiles. These

considerations ensure that the contribution of semi-konus densities to the density profile

is small, or non-existent. Further, our multicomponent models have residuals consistent

with measurement errors over a large dynamic radial range that allows for a parametric
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deprojection. We conclude that for the 14 galaxies presented in this section, the 3D

intrinsic density profile can be described with a multicomponent Einasto model. These

galaxies span a wide range of luminosities, −24 < MV T < −15, and belong to both the

steep-cusp and the shallow-cusp families. It is therefore likely that the intrinsic 3D baryonic

density of other ellipticals can also be described with a multicomponent Einasto model.

12.3.1 Considerations for detailed modelling

Here we note a few important factors that may affect our interpretation of the intrinsic

luminosity profiles.

(i) We have assumed a constant ellipticity while galaxies seldom have constant ellipticity.

A varying ellipticity can be incorporated in our multicomponent models for a more accurate

deprojection.

(ii) We show luminosity density profiles of 14 galaxies which we could justify as oblate

axisymmetric systems. However, some galaxies are prolate, while some are triaxial and some

have a combination of axisymmetric and triaxial regions. For such galaxies, the 3D intrinsic

density should not be inferred from a SB profile analysis alone. One may assume a multi-

component Einasto profile for the intrinsic density and use additional kinematic information

to include triaxiality in the kinematics to constrain the Einasto profile parameters either in

3D or in 2D through the DW function.

(iii) The luminosity density profiles presented are subject to uncertainties in estimating

the absolute magnitude (which are subject to uncertainties in distance measurements) and

Galactic extinction. These uncertainties, however, do not affect the overall shape of the

density profile.
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Figure 12.1: Multicomponent Einasto models of the intrinsic (3D) volume luminosity density pro-
files for 14 galaxies in our sample (see Table 12.1 and Chapter 12) assuming oblate axisymmetry.
Only the statistically significant best-fitting models (Table 8.1) are shown. The component profiles
have been computed using equation (12.3) in equation (1.2). The colours and line types are the
same as in Figure 8.1. The figure keys list the Einasto shape parameter n and the intrinsic (3D)
effective or half-light radius of the components (in kpc), estimated from the best-fitting values of
r−2, using equation (7.1). The total half-light radii in kpc, intrinsic (r3E) and projected (R2E), are
also shown separately in the figure panel. Also listed are the observed axial ratio q′, the inclination
angle i of the minor-axis to the line-of-sight with suffixes labelling the references (see Table 12.1) –
DW (this work and DW12), vM (van der Marel et al. 1990), SN stands for SAURON (Cappellari
et al., 2007), SG(Shen & Gebhardt, 2010) and vB(van den Bosch et al., 2008). For some galaxies
that are fairly round and for which we could not find an inclination angle in the literature, we have
assumed an arbitrary i = 85◦. These cases are labelled as iarb. Generally we use q′ from the same
reference as that contains the i listed in Table 12.1. However, if q′DW ≈ q′ of the reference, we use
q′DW . The intrinsic axial ratio qint is computed using equation (12.2). The horizontal axis showing
the intrinsic (3D) radius (in kpc) is up to ∼ 1.5× the projected radius of available data.
Above NGC4472 (left-hand panel) and NGC4486 (right-hand panel). (A colour version of this
figure is available in the online edition.)
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Figure 12.2: Cumulative light enclosed within an intrinsic (3D) radius r(kpc) for the 14 galaxies
for which we infer the intrinsic luminosity density (see Table 12.1 and Chapter 12). The component
contributions have been estimated using equation (12.4). Profiles are shown only for the statistically
significant best-fitting models (Table 8.1). The observed axial ratio q′ and the total half-light radii,
intrinsic r3E and projected R2E , are also shown separately within the figure panels. The colours
and line types are the same as in Figure 8.1 and details on figure keys and labels are the same as in
Figure 12.1. Above NGC4472 (left-hand panel) and NGC4486 (right-hand panel). (A colour version
of this figure is available in the online edition.)
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Figure 12.3: Intrinsic (3D) luminosity density for NGC4649 (left-hand panel) and NGC4365 (right-hand
panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.1 for details.
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Figure 12.4: Cumulative volume luminosity profile for NGC4649 (left-hand panel) and NGC4365 (right-
hand panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.2 for details.
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Figure 12.5: Intrinsic (3D) luminosity density for NGC4636 (left-hand panel) and NGC4552 (right-hand
panel). The vertical marker on the profile for NGC4552 shows the inner radius beyond which the luminosity
density profile shown can be trusted. This is because the best-fitting three-component DW model for this
galaxy (Figure 8.10) is not a good representation of the SB profile within 0.045 arcsec where the light is
affected by the variable ultraviolet flare activity interpreted to arise from a low-level active galactic nucleus
(Renzini et al. (1995), Cappellari et al. (1999)). Also refer to the caption of Figure 12.1 for details.
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Figure 12.6: Cumulative volume luminosity profile for NGC4636(left-hand panel) and NGC4552(right-
hand panel). The vertical marker on the profile for NGC4552 shows the inner radius beyond which the
profile shown can be trusted. This is because the best fitting three-component DW model for this galaxy
(Figure 8.10) is not a good representation of the SB profile within 0.045 arcsec. Refer to the caption of
Figure 12.2 and Figure 12.5 for details.
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Figure 12.7: Intrinsic (3D) luminosity density for NGC4621 (left-hand panel) and NGC4478 (right-hand
panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.1 for details.
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Figure 12.8: Cumulative volume luminosity profile for NGC4621 (left-hand panel) and NGC4478 (right-
hand panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.2 for details.
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Figure 12.9: Intrinsic (3D) luminosity density for NGC4434 (left-hand panel) and NGC4473 (right-hand
panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.1 for details.
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Figure 12.10: Cumulative volume luminosity profile for NGC4434 (left-hand panel) and NGC4473 (right-
hand panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.2 for details.
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Figure 12.11: Intrinsic (3D) luminosity density for NGC4458 (left-hand panel) and NGC4467 (right-hand
panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.1 for details.
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Figure 12.12: Cumulative volume luminosity profile for NGC4458 (left-hand panel) and NGC4467 (right-
hand panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.2 for details.
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Figure 12.13: Intrinsic (3D) luminosity density for VCC1627 (left-hand panel) and VCC1199 (right-hand
panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.1 for details.
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Figure 12.14: Cumulative volume luminosity profile for VCC1627 (left-hand panel) and VCC1199 (right-
hand panel). Refer to the caption of Figure 12.2 for details.



Chapter 13

Mass deficit in massive ellipticals

13.1 What is mass deficit?

Peebles (1972) predicted that a compact massive object, of mass M , can alter the density

structure around its radius of influence,

rinf = GM/σ2
∗ (13.1)

such that for r < rinf a stellar density cusp (in 3D) ∝ r−9/4 forms with a velocity dispersion

σ(r) ∝ r−1/2, and a core, of constant density and velocity dispersion, forms within a core

radius rc>>rinf . Here σ∗ is the velocity dispersion at r>>rinf .

Begelman, Blandford, Rees (1980) discuss the formation, evolution, eventual coalescence

and possible recoil of a binary SMBH, as a result of galaxy mergers. Since then, N-body

simulations have shown that the evolution of the binary leads to a co-evolution of the density

profile of the galaxy, in a region around the radius of influence, due to ejection of an amount

of mass proportional to the mass of the binary.

Our work, describing the structure of ellipticals as a superposition of DW profiles, implies

the presence of excess light in the centre of all ellipticals with respect to an inner extrapolation

of the outer DW components. We emphasize that our models describe the current structure,

post any modification by the binary, and can be consistent with mass ejection by SMBHs.

In this section, we discuss a related concept of mass deficit in massive ellipticals, which
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has its genesis in the following:

(i) The identification of massive ellipticals exhibiting a shallower SB profile in their

central regions, inwards of a projected break radius, with respect to the trend of the SB

profile outside the break radius, i.e. a light deficit. This is in contrast to less massive

ellipticals that seem to contain steeper light profiles inside the break radius, i.e. a light

excess.

(ii) The assumption that evolution of the binary SMBH is the sole factor responsible for

the observed break radius.

(iii) The assumption that in the absence of the binary SMBH, the trend (functional

form) of the SB profile outside the break radius would have continued its form all the way

to the centre of the galaxy.

In Section 13.4, we show that estimates of ‘observed’ deficit in real galaxies, made with

respect to an inner extrapolation of the SB profile outside the break radius, not only have

large variation with respect to predictions from N-body simulations, but also vary widely

between different researchers for the same galaxy. We also compare signatures of mass

ejection by the binary SMBH with the observed profiles of real massive ellipticals and find

that current predictions from N-body simulations are not able to account for some of the

largest ‘cores’ in Virgo galaxies. Prior to such discussion, in Section 13.2, we briefly describe

the various phases of evolution of the binary SMBH and in Section 13.3 we review the

predictions from simulations about the amount of mass ejected, spatial extent and resulting

slope of density profiles, in the context of ‘dry’ dissipationless (gas-free) mergers, believed

to be the formation mechanism for the massive ‘core’ ellipticals. The discussion is thus

directed towards systems with the most massive & 108 M⊙ SMBHs, as is the case for the

‘core’ ellipticals in Virgo.

13.2 Phases of Evolution

The significant phases in the evolution of the binary SMBH are:
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Phase 1. Subsequent to a galaxy–galaxy merger, a SMBH binary is said to form when

the SMBH separation reduces to a distance rinf – the radius of influence of the more massive

SMBH.

Phase 2. Their separation shrinks as the binary loses energy due to dynamical friction

and by scattering of stars through the gravitational sling-shot mechanism. A ‘hard-binary’

is eventually defined to form when the separation reduces to a size,

ahard =
Gµ

4 σ2
∗
=

q

4 (1 + q)2
GM12

σ2
∗

, (13.2)

where, µ =M1M2/M12 is the reduced mass of the binary with q =M2/M1≤1 and M12=M1+

M2 is the combined total mass of the binary. ahard is thus a fraction of rinf (equation (13.1)).

At this stage, due to depletion of stars, the decrease in binary separation can stall unless

additional mechanisms can continue removing energy from the binary to drive it towards

Phase 3. Berczik et al. (2006), Hoffman & Loeb (2007) (hereafter HL07), Berentzen et al.

(2009) and Khan, Just & Merritt (2011) show mechanisms through which stalling may easily

be avoided (also see Dotti, Sesana & Decarli (2012), for a review and references therein).

Phase 3. The binary then continues to harden until its semi-major axis reduces to a

size agw where energy loss due to emission of gravitational waves begins to dominate energy

losses due to scattering of stars, driving the binary towards coalescence.

Phase 4. During the last few stable orbits before coalescence, the centre of mass recoils

with a recoil or kick velocity that sensitively depends on the binary mass ratio and spins,

relative spin alignment and orientation of spin-axis with the angular momentum vector. If

the kick velocity Vkick > Vesc, the escape velocity, the coalesced SMBH can be completely

removed from the galaxy. For lower kick velocities, the SMBH performs damped oscillatory

motion in the central regions and eventually settles down to a Brownian motion about the

centre.
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13.3 Results of Simulations

13.3.1 Mergers in hierarchical models of galaxy formation

Volonteri, Haardt & Madau (2003a) (hereafter V+03a) and Volonteri, Madau & Hardt

(2003b) (hereafter V+03b) have shown the following in galaxy mergers:

(i) SMBHs of mass ratio q=1 occur at high redshift z∼20, while for 0.z.14, q<0.2 with

typical values of q∼0.1.

(ii) Assuming that the progenitors start with ρ ∝ r−2 profiles and mergers (accompanied

by coalescence of the binary) not only erase the cusps completely to form a constant density

core but also preserve such cores, they estimate that at the end of a succession of mergers

the resulting mass deficit, Mdef , is given by Mdef=8.2±3.8) MBH (equation 15 of V+03b).

Note that most ‘core’ galaxies have a shallow cusp rather than a constant density core. The

above estimate should therefore be considered a limiting value. At the same time, mass

deficit due to the scouring effect of SMBHs in Phase 4 is not accounted for in this study.

(iii) Even when the entire r−2 cusp is erased and a constant-density core forms, the result-

ing core size is only ∼60 pc for a 1013M⊙ halo (figs 1 and 2 of V+03b) – a mass resembling

the most massive ‘core’ ellipticals in Virgo. For example, assuming Mhalo/LV =50, the halo

mass of M87, the giant ‘core’ galaxy in Virgo with LV T=1.53×1011MV⊙, is ∼7.65×1012M⊙.

The break radius for this galaxy is, however, ∼600 pc>>60 pc core formed by the merging

binaries, a point we will return to in the next section. V+03b also find that such core sizes

are typically ∼3GMBH/σ2
∗=3rinf .

13.3.2 N-body estimates of Mdef before coalescence

Using Dehnen (1993) models – a power law of the form ρ(r) ∝ r−γ at small r – to describe

the initial density profiles, Merritt (2006) conducted 39 N-body simulations to study the

evolution up to the hard-binary stage (Phase 2), for the case of ‘dry’ mergers in non-rotating

spherically symmetric systems, including nine remergers. He showed the following after each

merger:

(i) Mdef=0.7q0.2M12. For initial density profiles as Dehnen γ=0.5 model and for typical
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values of q=(0.1,0.25) (V+03a), Mdef=(0.33,0.46)M12 (table 1, Merritt06).

(ii) There is a lowering of the density profile in a region about the size of the radius

of influence. This can be seen by comparing r
′

h from his table 1 with the radius at which

reduction in density occurs after the first merger in his figs 6(a)–(c).

Merritt, Mikkola & Szell (2007) (hereafter MMS07) study the evolution in Phase 3. For

initial Dehnen density profiles with γ=0.5, and for q=0.1, and M12=108M⊙, they obtain

Mdef=0.9M12. When added to the mass deficit up to Phase 2, this yields Mdef∼1.2M12.

Further, as can be seen from their fig. 21, the net deficit at the end of Phase 3 is also within

a region ∼ rh – the region of influence defined as the radius containing a stellar mass equal

to twice the total black hole mass. Note that rh is typically much less than the observed

break radius (‘core’) of massive ellipticals.

13.3.3 N-body estimates of Mdef after coalescence

Assuming that the binary coalesces and recoils with a kick velocity (Phase 4), Boylan-

Kolchin, Ma & Quataert (2004) and Merritt et al. (2004) (hereafter M+04) investigate the

resulting effects on the density structure. They find that for Vkick>(0.25-035)Vesc, cores of

size rh can form as a result of the kicks, with larger deficits for Vkick<Vesc.

Gualandris & Merritt (2008)(GM08) explore this phase in detail using a CS profile (in

2D) and its deprojection (Terzic & Graham, 2005) for the density profiles. They found the

following:

(i) For 0.3 Vesc . Vkick < Vesc, the coalesced SMBH performs damped oscillations about

the galactic centre and loses energy during each passage through the pre-existing ‘core’, the

later assumed to be the break radius of the CS profile.

(ii) The flattest profiles with CS γ.0.05, leading to the largest deficit, occur for Vkick &

0.8 Vesc (their fig. 12). It is important to note that such flat profiles are produced, given an

initial profile with a fairly low γ=0.55, i.e. it is not clear whether such flat profiles can be

produced for larger initial γ, even with near Vesc kicks.

(iii) The resulting Mdef/M12 ∼ 5.08 (Vkick/Vesc)
1.75, in Phase 4, and depends weakly on

M12/Mgal, where Mgal is the mass of the galaxy. Consequently for Vkick = (0.1, 0.4, 0.8)Vesc,
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Mdef = (0.1, 1.0, 3.44)M12. Further, Vkick/Vesc decreases with galaxy luminosity. Hence,

the lower values of Mdef are more likely for the massive shallow-cusp (‘core’) galaxies; for

example, GM08 show that Vkick=0.4Vesc=550km s−1 is a likely kick velocity for the most

massive core galaxy in Virgo, NGC4472 (M49).

Self-consistently combining Mdef from all phases, for mergers of ∼108M⊙ SMBHs with

typical q=0.1 and Vkick/Vesc=0.4, the total cumulative Mdef is 2.2MBH per merger. We

shall show in the next section that estimates of Mdef of 10,20 and sometimes 40MBH , from

high-resolution SB profiles, cannot be explained by the above results of N-body simulations.

(iv) The radius of the pre-existing ‘core’ (here, break radius) expands by 15 per cent for

Vkick=0.2Vesc to about 70 per cent for Vkick=0.9Vesc and is lesser for larger MBH(refer to

their tables 1 and 3). Note that in the simulations up to Phase 3, the radial extent of the

core (∼rh) formed by the SMBHs is less than the break radius of massive ‘core’ ellipticals.

Since the break radius has been assumed to correspond to the core formed by the binary

through Phase 3, the fractional expansion in size of the break radius is more relevant than

the absolute eventual size of the break radius.

13.4 Estimates of observed mass deficit

In this section, we investigate whether the signatures of mass deficit in N-body simulations

are in congruence with the estimates of mass deficit from SB profiles of galaxies and highlight

limitations of existing models of galaxy structure – a single-Sérsic, a Core-Sérsic and a Nuker

profile – in estimating such mass deficits as well as in confirming predictions from simulations.

In real galaxies, estimates of the amount of mass deficit and the extent of break radius

vary widely for the same galaxy. This can be seen by comparing the mass deficits computed

in Graham (2004) (hereafter Graham04, their table 1), with data from Rest et al. (2001).

For instance, for NGC4168, Graham04 estimated a projected break radius, Rb, of 0.72

arcsec (108 pc) and a Mdef=1.2MBH using a CS profile, while estimates with a Nuker

profile yield Rb=2.02 arcsec (303 pc) and a Mdef=23.5MBH ; for the later, the prescription

in Milosavljevic & Merritt (2001) assuming that the unscoured intrinsic (3D) profile within
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the break radius was ρ(r)∝r−2 has been used. However, Milosavljevic et al. (2002) (hereafter

MMRvB02) estimate an Rb=1250 pc (their table 1) using the same data of Rest et al., and

obtain Mdef=48MBH . Not only do these estimates differ by a factor of 40 for the same

galaxy, even the most extreme estimates of Mdef from N-body simulations are not able to

account for deficits as large as (20-50)MBH .

For NGC2986, MMRvB02 obtain a lesser estimate of Mdef=5.24MBH from a larger

break radius of 400pc compared to the (Nuker, CS) profile estimates (Graham04) of Mdef

= (26.7,7.02)MBH over a smaller Rb =(174,94) pc.

Assuming r−2 initial profiles, MMRvB02 show that on average Mdef = 10MBH for the

case of ellipticals. This estimate is similar to the predictions of V+03a (∼ 8MBH) and

the average value of 10MBH in KFCB09 for Virgo ellipticals. However, they do not agree

with the (2.4±1.8)MBH estimates of F+06 for the Virgo ellipticals, the (2.1±1.1)MBH

estimate of Graham04, the 2 MBH estimate of HL07, including Virgo ellipticals, and the

(2.29±0.67)MBH and (1.24±0.3)MBH estimates of Hyde et al. (2008).

For the giant ‘core’ elliptical in Virgo, M87(NGC4486), HL07 estimate 2.5 MBH , MM-

RvB02 estimate 8.7MBH and Kormendy & Bender (2009) (hereafter KB09) estimate 14.1

MBH , all scaled to MBH =3.5×109M⊙. Despite such large deficits, the SB profile of M87

shows a distinct rising trend, apart from the fact that it has an unusually large break radius.

NGC4649 also has a fairly large break radius. While KB09 estimate 5MBH , HL07 estimate

only 1 MBH , both for MBH =2×109M⊙. Another Virgo galaxy with an apparent ‘core’ is

NGC4382. KB09 estimate a deficit of 13MBH ; however, Gultekin et al. (2011) find that this

galaxy has an unusually small black hole mass, consistent with no black hole, yet obtain a

mass deficit of 45.6MBH .

Estimates of Mdef/MBH do depend on a number of factors like uncertainties in estimates

of MBH , the assumed form of M/L, etc. However, the large differences are generally due

to discrepancy in – estimation of Rb; estimation of the inner power-law index; and the huge

uncertainty in our assumptions about what might have been the shape of the density profile

prior to the action of the SMBHs. For instance, KFCB09 defines the central region of light

deficit or ‘extra-light’ based on the region over which a Sérsic profile fits their estimate of
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the non-central region. F+06, on the other hand, fit a CS model which defines the central

region as the region inside Rb of the CS model. Consequently, the two methods yield widely

varying estimates of what the ‘central region’ of deficit is. This leads to a large discrepancy

in the estimated Mdef (see also fig.2 of MMRvB02).

Hopkins & Hernquist (2010)(hereafter HH10) suggest a new non-parametric method to

obtain mass deficit and find that Mdef varies with radius such that at ∼ 100pc, Mdef/MBH

‘asymptotes to a maximum of 0.5-2’ and for the largest galaxies at core radius of ∼ kpc,

Mdef=(2–4)MBH . While this is similar to the estimates of F+06 and Graham04, it is at

odds with the KFCB09 estimates where the authors reasoned that Mdef ∼ 10MBH accounts

for the net mass deficit through Phase 4 (results from MMS07 and GM08) and in agreement

with V+03a and MMRvB02.

As discussed in Section 13.3.3, Mdef=(10-20)MBH are hard to explain using the results

of N-body simulations. However, even if such were to be true, the resulting region over which

KFCB09 and MMRvB02 estimate such deficit is much larger than the region of influence of

the SMBH over which simulations predict mass deficits – a point also noted in MMRvB02.

This is also true for estimates of Rb using a CS or Nuker model – especially for the largest

‘cores’ as in NGC4486 and 4649. The shallow cusps (‘core’) are thus not entirely due to

mass ejection by the SMBHs.

13.5 Deficit or excess?

Disagreements in the literature are limited not only to the amount, but also to the sign of

the deficit. In MMRvB02, NGC4478 is shown to have a mass deficit of 15.85MBH . However,

its SB profile shows an apparent ‘cusp’ (see Figure 8.15 herein), due to which F+06, C+07

and KFCB09 infer this galaxy to have a light (and mass) excess. Similarly, in MMRvB02,

NGC4473 has the highest Mdef=22.39MBH amongst the Virgo ellipticals. F+06 and C+07

also conclude that this galaxy has a mass deficit. However, KFCB09 argue that this galaxy

has ‘extra light’ and not a deficit. Further, in DW12 and in Hopkins et al.(2009a,b), the

authors argue that all galaxies can be modelled with extra light above an inner extrapolation
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of the outer components.

Thus, whether the SB profile of a galaxy ‘exhibits’ an excess or deficit also depends on

ones methodology.

13.6 Discussion

Given the large disagreements in estimates of (i) Mdef ; (ii) the region affected by the binary

SMBHs; and (iii) which profile best describes the light of ellipticals, it cannot be said that

robust estimates of mass deficits, in real galaxies, have been made. Consequently, validating

predictions of N-body simulations and especially the stage(s) of SMBH evolution responsible

for the observed deficit turn out to be largely uncertain.

Further, extrapolating the profile from the break radius, Rb, presents a number of con-

ceptual difficulties:

(i) When the SB profiles of the massive ‘core’ galaxies are modelled with the CS (F+06)

or single-Sérsic (KFCB09) profiles, the non-central regions, beyond Rb, generally have Sérsic

index m > 5 – sometimes as large as 9 and 11. The larger the m, the steeper the density

as R → 0 and consequently larger the extrapolated density. Since estimates of Mdef are

correlated with an estimate of Rb and in most cases Rb is much larger than the region of

influence of the SMBHs (e.g. NGC 4486 and 4649), extrapolating profiles with large Sérsic

indices will invariably imply larger, but incorrect, mass deficits (also see HH10).

(ii) The SMBHs are believed to affect only the central regions, around the radius of

influence, and not the global profile of the galaxy. While it is believed that the mass deficit

is due to erosion of the steep cusps, it remains to be explained what forms the large m∼9

Sérsic profiles, in the outer regions of only the ‘core’ galaxies. If SMBHs have not influenced

these regions, some other processes have shaped the formation and evolution of the ‘core’

galaxies. Their shallow cusps could well be influenced by these processes as well and not

entirely due to the core-scouring effect.

In fact, F+06, KFCB09 and Lauer et al. (2007) observe that shallow- and steep-cusp

galaxies have different characteristics, not just profile shapes, and are likely to have had
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different formation pathways. Their central regions could well have fundamentally different

initial shapes as well, than being a mere extrapolation of the profile outside Rb. Further,

baryonic effects are usually more dominant (over dark matter) in the central regions of all

galaxies – core and cuspy alike – leading to relatively more concentrated central, than outer,

regions (or components). This is precisely what our modelling indicates (Section 10.2 and

Figure 10.3). If this is true, then it will not be meaningful to extrapolate the outer component

inwards to estimate the ‘mass deficit’ and neither would comparing possibly fundamentally

different profiles of ‘cuspy’ and ‘core’ galaxies, to get non-parametric estimates of mass

deficits, as in HH10.

(iii) If the massive ellipticals have formed through multiple mergers, it is likely that their

outer profile has also been built up as a cumulative effect. Consequently, their Einasto or

Sérsic index ought to have evolved with their merger histories. Recall that the large indices,

for the massive galaxies, are due to the gradual fall-off of their extended stellar light well

outside the central regions. We are inclined to believe that this index was different in the

past and has evolved over the merger history of these galaxies. The large spatial extent of

these galaxies could also be indicative of a larger number of mergers, compared to the much

smaller steep-cusp galaxies, a point noted by KFCB09 as well. If this is true, and mergers

alter the shape (Sérsic index) of the outer profile, then extrapolating the current observed

outer Sérsic profile (index) to estimate the initial density profile will give us an incorrect

estimate of the mass deficit.

In this work (and in DW12), we have shown that all galaxies, shallow- and steep-cusps,

can be modelled with very high precision over a large dynamic range, as a superposition of

DW components, and that they all have a ‘light excess’ in their central regions with respect

to an inner extrapolation of their outer components. As shown in Chapter 9, not only do

the DW models fit the SB profiles better than the CS and Nuker profiles, at least for three

galaxies the central component correlates with a real physical system and is not a mere

mathematical construction of the fitting process.

Mass ejection and consequently some deficit due to core-scouring binary SMBHs could

well have occurred and these are likely to have shaped the central components of our DW
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models as well. For instance, in this work, we find that the central component of all ‘core’

galaxies has an Einasto index n∼1. It will be instructive to see if such components can

be robustly isolated in smoothed particle hydrodynamics+N-body simulations and how well

can they be fit with n∼1 Einasto profiles. Similarly, as noted in Section 10.3, it is possible

that the intermediate DW components within the central kpc or so could have formed as a

result of evolution of the binary SMBHs.

Recent advances in N-body simulations with large particle numbers are a promising

development that can shed much light on the dynamical role played by the SMBHs. Unlike

simulations, however, observations of real galaxies do not have the advantage of knowing

what the unscoured profile was. Hence, estimates of such effects from observations should

be made with caution and with respect to a robust model for galaxy structure.

From the above discussion, we conclude that mass ejection due to SMBHs is unlikely to

be the sole cause of the shallow cusps in massive ellipticals. The role of processes shaping

the global structure of galaxies should also be accounted for.



Chapter 14

The outer n of ellipticals

In this section, we present two empirical speculations about the structure and formation of

elliptical galaxies:

(1) Our multicomponent models reveal an interesting property of the most luminous, &

1010LV⊙, galaxies in our sample. The Einasto shape parameter n of their outer component

is very similar to the n of pure dark matter haloes, 5 . n . 8, as shown in Figure 14.1.

We remind the reader that because dark matter haloes are well fitted with Einasto profiles

(N+04; M+06), a direct comparison with the n of our galaxies is possible.1

The plus symbols in Figure 14.1 represent 26 galaxy-size dark matter haloes compiled

from the high-resolution ΛCDM N-body simulations of Diemand, Moore & Stadel (2004),

N+04, M+06, Prada et al. (2006), Stadel et al. (2009) and Navarro et al. (2010). We assume

that M200 of these haloes is 80 per cent of Mgal, the combined mass of the dark matter and

baryons. To translate the stellar mass of our Virgo galaxies to Mgal, we have assumed (i)

a stellar mass-to-light ratio M⋆/LV T=5 for all galaxies; and (ii) the stellar mass comprises

20 per cent of Mgal. Observe that the masses of the galaxies hosted by these dark matter

haloes, ∼1010-1012M⊙, are comparable to those of the low- and high-luminosity ellipticals

in our sample, −24< MV T<−15.

If we interpret the dark matter simulation results to mean that the Einasto shape param-

eter 5 . n . 8 characterizes collisionless relaxation, then we can tentatively conclude that the

1Papers describing fits to the haloes in N-body simulations use the reciprocal of our shape parameter,
α=1/n, and typical α values hover around 0.17 which corresponds to n=5.88.
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distribution of stars in the outer regions of massive ellipticals, which have nouter∼nN−body,

was also shaped by collisionless processes. This conclusion is broadly consistent with the

prevailing notion that massive ellipticals form through dry, dissipationless mergers.

(2) Ferreras, Saha & Williams (2005) and Ferreras et al. (2007) have shown using a

combination of strong lensing and stellar population synthesis models that the outer regions

&RE of massive galaxies are more dark matter dominated than those of smaller galaxies.

Cappellari et al. (2006) arrive at a similar conclusion that fast-rotating galaxies, which are

generally of low luminosity with steep cusps, have relatively lower dark matter content than

the slow-rotating galaxies which are usually massive with shallow cusps. Also, Auger et al.

(2010) observe that the mean dark matter fraction within RE/2 increases with galaxy size

and mass. These observations are consistent with PNe observations (Douglas et al. (2007),

Napolitano et al. (2007,2009,2011), Tortora et al. (2009)) that the outer regions of small-

and intermediate-mass ellipticals have varying degree of low dark matter content, while

dark matter is quite dominant in the outer regions of massive ellipticals. These observations

indicate that all massive ellipticals are dark matter dominated.

Since all the massive ellipticals in our sample have outer 5 . n . 8, this could indicate

that such galaxies are likely to be dark matter dominated. There might even be a relation

between the outer n of the galaxy’s SB profile and its dark matter content.
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Figure 14.1: Einasto index n of 26 ΛCDM N-body haloes and that of the outer component
of the Virgo galaxies in this work and DW12. The outer component of the most luminous
(massive) galaxies have an n similar to that of the N-body haloes. This is not true for most
of the lower luminosity ellipticals. The solid box at n=5.53 is NGC4434 and the open circle
at n=9.56 is NGC4621 whose outer n may be uncertain (Section 8.3). The other solid box
at n=4.98 is VCC1440, a low-luminosity galaxy bordering the dwarf-elliptical population.
Not included are NGC4406 and NGC4382, whose outer components are severely perturbed.
Refer to text (Chapter 14) for discussion. (A colour version of this figure is available in the
online edition.)



Chapter 15

A Novel way to obtain projections

15.1 Projections in astrophysics

An observer often directly measures a projection of an intrinsic (3D) astrophysical phenom-

ena. Since deprojections require integrating a derivative of the 2D phenomena, an Abell

integral, it is seldom a trivial problem to analytically obtain deprojections of the 2D ob-

served quantity to estimate the intrinsic 3D quantity. It is better to have 3D models and

integrate them to obtain projected profiles.

While such integrals (projections) can be achieved numerically, especially given the power

of modern computers, having analytical expressions are extremely useful for at least three

important reasons: (i) it allows one to look for relationships between the variables, estimate

assymptotic limits, obtain a general idea of how the process (the function) should behave

under certain conditions of the parameters involved; (ii) allow one to check the correctness

and/or the level of accuracy of numerical integration; and (iii) prevent the need for needlessly

wasting computing power and energy, simply because it is available; it is certainly not a green

solution.

In this work, presented in DW10 and DW12, we have seen that projections of an Einasto

(as represented by the DW function) can adequately model the SB profiles of galaxies con-

sistent with measurement errors. Further, not only do Einasto profiles provide better fits to

the 3D density profiles of spherically averaged N-body haloes, the Einasto shape parameter

n of these fits has a similar range as that for the outer component of massive ellipticals.
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The Einasto profile, i.e. the family of modified exponential functions, therefore plays

a major role in furthering our understanding of galaxy structure, formation and evolution.

Cardone, Piedipalumbo, Tortora (2005) provides a number of useful expressions for the

Einasto model. Some of these, especially intrinsic 3D quantities, are not too hard to estimate

analytically, for example, the total intrinsic (3D) mass within an intrinsic (3D) radius r, the

circular velocity, gravitational potential, etc.

Subsequent to the work presented in DW12, Retana-Montenegro et al. (2012) (hereafter

RM+12), following on the ideas presented in BG11 for deprojecting a Sérsic profile, presented

a number of interesting results and exact analytical solutions for obtaining projections of

an Einasto profile (including an exact expression for the surface density and projected mass

for the Einasto profile) that can, in principle, be useful for lensing studies. The expressions

derived therein are in terms of the Fox H function, which is a very broad class of functions

that corresponds to a large number of elementary and special functions based on a suitable

choice of its parameters, as special cases of the Fox H function, for example, the Meijer-G

function, which also contains as special cases a number of elementary functions.

However, computing the Fox H function is extremely difficult and, in fact, as of writing

of this thesis, there are no software packages that I am aware of that can compute the Fox H

function. Moreover, even if and when software packages are able to compute this function,

the resulting expression is still virtually a black box to the user; one does not know without

the use of a software package, what the general form for the function should be. There are

of course approximations and asymptotic limits and methods to estimate the Fox H function

for certain values of its parameters. These approximations, however, are quite complicated

and the resulting expressions in terms of infinite series of sums are virtually difficult to

implement. And, even if one does so, one has to be careful of standard numerical computing

difficulties, like the well known problem of estimating something as simple as exp(x) − 1

for small x, for which books have been written and numerous techniques had to be devised.

One should not only be careful while computing such expressions of infinite sums involving

very large and very small numbers, one should also be very cautious in using even published

results especially when it is not clearly stated how such problems have been handled during
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computation.

In light of the above challenges, it will be useful to see if one can find novel ways to

analytically approach the problem of estimating projections, which mathematically is the

problem of estimating various integrals of a functional form.

In DW10 (see Chapter 5 here), we have provided an extremely accurate (see Figure 5.3

here) semi-analytical approximation to the surface density of an Einasto profile, which other-

wise is nearly impossible to estimate analytically (as also noted by CPT05). Having obtained

the surface density, it will be extremely useful to be able to compute the projected mass

enclosed MP (R), along the line of sight, within a projected radius R. While the intrnsic

mass M(r) is easy to compute, for the Einasto profile, MP (R) is impossible to estimate

without resorting to using the (as-of-now) impossible to calculate Fox-H function expres-

sions given in RM12. Integrating the surface density expression in DW10 is a possibility

and doing so generally gives fairly accurate results. However, it is not optimal, since it is an

approximation to begin with.

I therefore present another method for obtaining MP (R) using a novel approach to not

only estimating projected quantities, but also analytically (or semi-analytically) solving some

integrals which are otherwise nearly impossible to compute analytically.

15.2 A generalized semi-analytical approach

Traditionally, the mathematical problem of estimating MP (R) is approached by computing

the integral

M2D(R) = 2π

∫ ∞

R
Σ(x) x dx (15.1)

where in, Σ(x) the surface density at a projected distance x, is in turn estimated from

Σ(x) = 2

∫ ∞

0
ρ(
√

z2 + x2)dz (15.2)
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i.e., the above process involves two integrals and the success of analytically deducing M2D(R)

depends critically on whether or not the second integral provides an analytical solution for

Σ(R).

However, let us consider a different approach that can help us directly estimate M2D(R)

from ρ(r) without requiring the existence of an analytical solution for Σ(R). This is espe-

cially useful when analytical solutions for equations (15.1) and (15.2) either do not exist or

are complicated.

We begin by considering a spherically symmetric system. Extensions for axisymmet-

ric systems can be obtained easily from expressions for spherically symmetric systems, as

discussed in Chapter 12.

In terms of the intrinsic (3D) density ρ(r), one can write the projected mass within R,

M2D(R), as a sum of the intrinsic mass within R, M3D(r = R), and an infinite sum of the

intrinsic density over shells of volume A(r)dr, where A(r) is the sectional area of a spherical

surface at distance r with a base area of πR2. We can thus write:

M2D(R) = M3D(r = R) + 2

∫ ∞

R
ρ(r) A(r) dr. (15.3)

Under spherical symmetry, M3D and A(r) are easily given by

M3D(R) = 4π

∫ R

0
ρ(r) r2 dr, (15.4)

and,

A(r) = 2πr2



1−

√

1−
(

R

r

)2


 (15.5)

Hence, equation (15.3) becomes,

M2D(R) = M3D(R) + 4π





∫ ∞

R
ρ(r) r2 dr −

∫ ∞

R
ρ(r) r2

√

1−
(

R

r

)2

dr



 (15.6)
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which, using equation (15.4) implies

M2D(R) = MTot − 4π





∫ ∞

R
ρ(r) r2

√

1−
(

R

r

)2

dr



 (15.7)

where, MTot is the total mass of the system integrated from r = 0 to r = ∞.

Assuming, MTot exists and is finite for the given choice of ρ(r), we focus our attention

on the second term in (15.7).

Let us define,

g(r) = ρ(r) r2 (15.8)

and,

f(r) =

√

1−
(

R

r

)2

(15.9)

Now consider, Bonnet’s form of the second mean-value theorem of integral calculus (Bonnet,

1849) and its generalized forms by Weierstrass and also by Du Bois Reymond. Hobson

(1909) provides a detailed account, proofs and limitations for employing the second mean

value theorem, the gist of which is – if in the interval (a, b), f(x) is a finite and monotonic

function and g(x) possesses a Lebesgue integral, i.e. is integrable in (a, b), or has at most one

non-absolutely convergent improper integral in (a, b), then there exists a point ζ, a ≤ ζ ≤ b,

such that,

∫ b

a
f(x) g(x) dx = f(a)

∫ ζ

a
g(x) dx+ f(b)

∫ b

ζ
g(x) dx (15.10)

We can see that as defined above, equations (15.9) and (15.8) satisfy the conditions required

of f(x) and g(x) in the second mean value theorem, equation (15.10), in the interval (R,∞).

Observing that from equation (15.9), f(r = R) = 0 and f(r = ∞) = 1, an application of
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the second mean value theorem, equation (15.10), in equation (15.7) gives us

M2D(R) = MTot − 4π

∫ ∞

ζRR
ρ(r) r2 dr (15.11)

where, ζR = ζ(R) ≥ 1

If ρ(r) is such that MTot exists and is finite, then

M2D(R) = 4π

∫ ζRR

0
ρ(r) r2 dr (15.12)

ζR although unknown, can be easily estimated numerically at each R for the ρ(r) under

consideration. However, a much more useful approach would be to estimate ζR for the most

general functional form of the ρ(r) in question and then parametrize ζR with an analytic

function. If this can be done accurately enough, and the integral to estimate M3D(R), as in

equation (15.4), can be done analytically, then one can obtain an analytical expression for

M2D(R) in a very elegant way, which is otherwise impossible to estimate using traditional

approaches (equations (15.1) and (15.2)).

The surface density profile, usually estimated using equation (15.2), can now be es-

timated in a different way (when equation (15.2) is impossible to solve analytically) by

observing that, under spherical symmetry,

Σ(R) =
1

2πR

d

dR
M2D(R) (15.13)

Now, generally the derivative of M2D(R) may not always give a simple expression or even

be possible analytically if M2D(R) does not have an analytical form; in which case, it wont

be possible to obtain an analytical expression for Σ(R) using the above equation.

However, as per the formalism above, if M2D(R) can be expressed as a definite integral

of ρ(r) then Σ(R) is given by,

Σ(R) =
2

R
ρ(RζR) (RζR)

2 d

dR
(RζR) (15.14)
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which can also be written as,

Σ(R) =
2

3R
ρ(RζR)

d

dR
(RζR)

3 (15.15)

Thus, if ζR can be parametrized with an analytical functional form, then equations (15.12),

(15.14) and (15.15) can provide us a novel and elegant way to obtain analytical forms for

M2D(R) and Σ(R) (when the usual ways don’t lead to simple analytical solutions) using

just one integration of the density ρ(r) for M2D(R) and only a derivative of (ζRR)3 to

estimate Σ(R) without requiring the often difficult integral of ρ(r) along the line of sight to

the observer.

15.3 New expressions for projections of the Einasto Profile

For the case of the Einasto profile, i.e. the entire family of modified exponential functions of

a general shape parameter n, given by equation (1.2) (where one should note that b = b(n)

in that equation), we can write

M3D(R) = 4π n ρ0

( rs
bn

)3
γ

[

3n, b

(

R

rs

)
1

n

]

, (15.16)

and,

MTot = 4π n ρ0

( rs
bn

)3
Γ[3n], (15.17)

Thus M3D(R) and MTot exist and are finite for the Einasto profile. Hence, we can write,

M2D(R) = 4π n ρ0

( rs
bn

)3
γ

[

3n, b

(

RζR
rs

)
1

n

]

, (15.18)

and,

Σ(R) =
2

3R
ρ0 exp

{

−b

(

RζR
rs

)
1

n

}

d

dR
(RζR)

3 (15.19)
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The simplicity of the above expression can be appreciated when one considers the other

existing forms – one first given by DW10 (equation (5.12) here) and the other given by the

impossible to compute (as of now) and complicated Fox H function in RM+12.

For the case of the Einasto profile, it is instructive to note that since M2D(R) is a function

of the lower-incomplete gamma function, which is a strictly increasing function, for a given

n, ζ has a unique value at each R, and should at least be a monotonically decreasing (i.e.

not increasing), if not strictly decreasing, function of R.

A close examination of equation (15.19) gives us an asymptotic limit for the trend of ζR

at small R. Observe that since Σ(R) → Σ(0) as R → 0, ζR must → (Σ(0)
R )

1

3 . Similarly, since

for very large R, M2D(R) → M3D(R), ζR → 1 for R → ∞.

The specific functional form for ζR for all R and all n (or at least for a wide range of

n) will be presented in Paper III (Dhar & Williams, in preparation) along with analytical

expressions for physical quantities useful in studies of gravitational lensing.



Chapter 16

Summary and Discussion

Critical to our understanding of galaxies, their formation and evolution, is our ability to

accurately quantify the galaxies’ structural properties and their variation with mass. The

Sérsic profile is the single most commonly used function for describing galaxy light distri-

bution. The works of Caon, Capaccioli, Einasto, Ferrarese, Graham, Kormendy, Lauer and

their collaborators have revolutionized our understanding of galaxy structure. These au-

thors have shown us that a single-Sérsic profile does not fit the SB distribution of ellipticals

consistent with measurement errors over a radial range larger than 2-3 decades. To extend

the radial range of the fit, especially into the central regions, the Core-Sérsic (6 parameters)

and the Nuker (5 parameters for the central 10-20 arcsec) profiles have been introduced,

with a further addition of a King model (3 more parameters) for the nuclear region.

However, even with these flexible and multiparameter models, the fit residuals often

exceed the measurement errors in some radial ranges, in spite of the overall rms of residuals

being low due to the large regions over which the Sérsic profile fits well. Double-Sérsic

models (Hopkins et al. 2009 a,b) provide an improvement, but still the residuals remain

larger than measurement errors.

In addition to fit residuals exceeding measurement errors, the Sérsic profile has another

drawback. The galaxy structure, dynamics and evolution exist in 3D, so it is more mean-

ingful to describe galaxies using 3D functions. The Sérsic profile is an intrinsically 2D

distribution whose deprojection pre-assumes an infinite 3D extent. If, for example, a galaxy

has a truncation radius in 3D, a Sérsic profile will not be able to model that. The parametric
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forms for deprojecting a Sérsic profile (and power laws, for that matter) are not well behaved

near the centre. Further, these analytic functions are either reasonable but not extremely

accurate (PS97; LGM99), or are accurate but extremely complicated (BG11).

To overcome the above limitations, we first show in DW10 that, mathematically, pro-

jecting a 3D Einasto profile does not lead to a Sérsic profile, but instead is described by

incomplete gamma functions. We then derive an extremely accurate analytical approxima-

tion for this projection (referred to as the DW function in DW12) for 0.5 ≤ n ≤ 50 with

residuals ∼ 10−3 (and often ∼ 10−4) over 4 radial decades, with an uncertainty ∼ 10−3 in

estimating the 3D Einasto parameters (see DW10 and DW12).

In DW12, we propose that the 3D luminosity density may be described with a multicom-

ponent Einasto profile whose parameters can be estimated by modelling the 2D SB profile

using a multicomponent DW function. This is similar to the observations of Einasto and

collaborators with a small sample of spiral galaxies (and the giant elliptical M87), but our

modelling differs in the following: (i) it extends the idea to a much larger and diverse sample

of shallow- and steep-cusp ellipticals; (ii) allows for a direct parametric description of the

2D SB profiles; (iii) allows estimation of the 3D Einasto parameters directly from the 2D SB

profile; (iv) and provides us a way to address the question of whether the baryonic galactic

radial density profile is a multicomponent modified exponential in 3D (Einasto profile) or

2D (Sérsic profile); we infer, by comparing the fit residuals, that the radial density profile is

a multicomponent modified exponential in 3D and not 2D.

Modelling the SB profiles of 23 ellipticals in and around the Virgo cluster with a multi-

component DW function, we summarize our observations as follows:

(1) Multicomponent DW function fits the SB profiles of ellipticals, including ‘nuclear’

components down to the HST resolution limit, with residuals consistently comparable to

measurement errors over large dynamic ranges ∼ 105 in radii, and ∼ 106 in SB, with a

median sample rms of 0.032 mag arcsec−2 consistent with the rms of 0.03 from random

errors in the data. Nine galaxies are well described with a two-component (central and outer)

DW model, while for 14 galaxies a third component was required, and confirmed through an
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F-test. The third component acts as an intermediate component between the central and

outer components, except in NGC4621 and 4434 where it appears to be embedded within

the outer component.

(2) All steep-cusp and shallow-cusp galaxies reveal a central component that is in excess

to an inward extrapolation of the outer component. Its shape parameter n is usually less

than that of the outer component, which implies, as expected, that the central component

is more concentrated than the outer component. Exceptions are NGC4459, 4387 and 4467

(Section 10.4).

(3) The central component of all massive shallow-cusp galaxies has n . 1, while that

of steep-cusp galaxies generally has n > 2; although, there are some cases with 1 . n < 2

(Section 10.4). This indicates the following for the central components of shallow-cusp

galaxies:

(a) They are more concentrated than that of the steep-cusp galaxies even though the

later are more denser in their central regions.

(b) They could signal the presence of disc-like systems; however, this must be verified

spectroscopically, i.e. from detections of regions of distinct rotations and colour gradients.

(4) The central component of the shallow-cusp galaxies is far more luminous (and

massive) and spatially more extended (large r−2 or r3E) than that of the steep-cusp galaxies.

Further, within a factor of 2, all galaxies appear to host a similar fraction of total light in

their central+intermediate components, with a weak indication that massive galaxies may

be hosting a larger fraction. The last point is inconclusive due to the small number of

massive ellipticals in our sample.

(5) In most of the shallow-cusp galaxies, the outer component makes a comparable con-

tribution to the density in the central regions with respect to that of the central component,

while in the steep-cusp galaxies the central component is dominant.

From the modelling point of view (Section 10.4), the shallow-cusp feature usually seen

in massive galaxies is due to a combination of a larger r−2, a low n . 1 implying a more

concentrated component, and the non-negligible contribution to the density in the central
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regions from the n & 5 outer component.

(6) Galaxy formation models indicate that in massive ellipticals, the formation, evo-

lution and subsequent coalescence of binary SMBHs can remove nearly (2-3)MBH of stellar

material from the central regions, in a typical merger [refer to point (iii), Section 13.3.3],

leading to mass deficits. Our observation that the central component in shallow-cusp galax-

ies is already massive can be used to constrain galaxy formation models by accounting for

the amount of mass that must have assembled in these galaxies prior to mass ejection by

the binary SMBH’s.

It is possible that the current shapes of the central as well as the intermediate DW

components, within the central kpc or so, have been influenced by the evolution of the

binary SMBHs, and consequently some deficit could well have occurred. However, the

amount and sign of such deficits depend on estimating a break radius Rb, and assuming

that the functional form of the density profile beyond Rb can be extrapolated all the way to

the centre. This may not be meaningful and has led to large disagreements in the literature

– both for a given galaxy and for averages over a sample. We note that core scouring

by SMBHs is unlikely to be the sole mechanism for producing some of the largest ‘cores’

(shallow cusps), and other processes in galaxy formation and evolution are likely to have

played their role as well in forming this feature. In such a case, extrapolating the density

profile inwards from Rb, to estimate the mass deficit, will yield misleading results.

(7) For 14 of the 23 galaxies we could describe the intrinsic 3D luminosity density

distribution fairly uniquely with a multicomponent Einasto model (Chapter 12). Since these

galaxies span a wide range of luminosity −24<MV T<−15 and come from both the steep-

and shallow-cusp families, it is likely that other galaxies also have an intrinsic structure that

can be modelled with a multicomponent Einasto profile.

(8) Pure dark matter haloes are known to be well fitted with the Einasto function.

We have shown here that the same fitting function that describes the intrinsic density

distribution of ΛCDM N-body haloes can also be used to model the intrinsic baryonic density

of ellipticals; however, for baryons, a multicomponent Einasto model is required. There thus
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appears to be a universality in the functional form of the density profile of baryons (stars)

and dark matter.

(9) The Einasto shape parameter n of dark matter haloes in N-body simulations is

very similar to the n of the outer component of our massive ellipticals; both fall in the range

5 . n . 8 (Chapter 14). Further, PNe and strong-lensing observations indicate that massive

ellipticals are more dark matter dominated than less massive ellipticals. This indicates that

our result – the outer component of the SB profiles of massive galaxies has 5 . n . 8 –

could imply (i) a common feature of collisionless systems; and (ii) that galaxies with such n

for their outer (major) component are dark matter dominated.

(10) In Chapter 13, we have shown that the shapes of central and global profiles of

shallow- and steep-cusp galaxies differ markedly and could be a result of differing formation

pathways. In Section 10.4, we have shown that the shallow cusps can be typically described

as systems with (i) central DW component of low n (. 1) and large scale radius r−2 or r3E ;

and (ii) outer DW component of large n (& 5) and central density comparable to that of

the central DW component. This is interesting, for in Chapter 14 we have shown that large

outer n systems are likely to be dark matter dominated.

Hence, if dark matter has played a role in the formation and evolution of massive shallow-

cusp galaxies, it will be instructive to explore its role, if any, in shaping the central regions

and consequently in forming the shallow cusps.

It is important to note that the galaxies modelled in this work (and in DW12) are all

in and around the Virgo Cluster. Galaxy structure, formation and evolution are known

to depend on the environment, and even though we suspect that our conclusion about the

multicomponent Einasto structure should be more widely applicable than Virgo, only more

data can confirm that.

Finally, in Chapter 15, I present an elegant semi-analytical way to obtain 2D projections

of intrinsic 3D quantities, through just one integral of the 3D quantity, provided the integral

over all space of the 3D quantity is convergent. Examples of such projected quantities

include, but are not limited to, the surface density profile and the cumulative mass density
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profile, as shown here.

The importance of obtaining analytical/semi-analytical projections lies in the fact that

often what an observer measures directly is a projection of an intrinsic 3D phenomenon. The

process of obtaining such projections require integrating the 3D description of the quantity

along the line of sight to the observer. However, such integrals are often complicated, or do

not lead to simple/elegant analytical forms or can only be done numerically. Further, they

can sometimes require performing double integrals.

The method presented in Chapter 15 thus provides us a powerful tool to obtain semi-

analytical expressions for otherwise difficult analytical projections. New expressions for

obtaining the surface mass density and projected cumulative mass density of the Einasto

profile are presented.
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